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The School of Law

SCHOOL OF LA\Ø CALENDAR
SUMMER SESSION, 1962

May 3l-June 2-Thursday-saturday: Counseling and issuance of packets.

2-Saturday: Registration.
June 4-Monday: First day of instruction.
June

June 6-\Øednesday: Last day
last day for adding courses'

for late

registration and payment

of

accounts;

June 8-Friday: Last day fot dropping courses without grade penalty and {or
change of division (day and evening).
July 4-\Øednesday: Holiday.

July 30-Monday: Last day for payment of graduation fee, filing diploma order
cards and signing degree application

August 10-Friday: Last day of
.August

for

graduation.

classes.

1l-Saturday: Examinations begin'

August l7-Friday: Examinations endi olficial close of term.
Ofices of the University will be closed on \Øednesday, July 4.
F.A.LL SEMESTEF., 7962-63

Âugust 1-\[ednesday: Last day
yeat 1962-63.
September

for tling application for

lO-Monday: Lawyers Inn

admission

for

academic

opens.

September 10-14-Monday-Friday: Issuance

of

registration permits and packets'

September 12, l3-ìWednesday, Thursday: O¡ientation for all new ând transfer
students, counseling ¿s needed for continuation students.
September 13,
September
September

l4-Thutsday, Friday: Registration.

lZ-Monday: First day of instruction.
24-Monåay: Last day for late registtation and payment of

last day for adding
October

âccounts;

courses.

l-Monday: Last day for dropping

courses

without gr¿de penalty.

November l0-Saturday: Homecoming'

Novembe¡ 22-24-Thutsday-Saturday: Thanksgiving recess (begins
'l7ednesday, November 21 .
)
November 26-Monday: Classes resume, 8:00 a.m'

10

p.m'

December 2l-January 2-Friday-Vednesday, inclusivel Ch¡istmas recess (begins
10 p.m. Thursday, December 20).
January 3-Thursday: Classes resume, 8:00 a.m.
January l0-Thursday: Last day of classes.
January l2-Saturday: Examinations begin.
January 2}-Ttesday: Examin¿tions end; ofici¿l close of
Ofices of the University will be closed: September
cembet

22,24,25,26i

JanuarY 1.

semester.

3;

November

22i De-

The School of Law
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SECOND SEMESTER, 1962.63
January 23-2J-T[ednesday-Friday: Orientation and counseling.
January 24,

2

Friday: Registration.

5

-Thwsday,
Janrety 28-Monday: First day of instruction'
February 4-Monday: Last day for late registration and payment
last day

for adding courses'

of

accounts¡

ll-Monday: Last day for dropping courses without grade penalty.
11-1f-Thursday-Monday, inclusive: Easter ¡ecess (begins 10:00 p'm.
\Øednesday, Âpril 10)'
16-Tuesday: Classes resume, 8:00 a.m.
'A.pril
April 22-27-Monday-Saturday: Lawyers \7eek (Tentative)'

February

April

May
May
May
May

l0-Friday:

Last day

of

class,

1l-Saturday: Examinations begin.
2l-Tuesday: Examinations end,
26-sunday: Baccalaureate, McFarlin Memorial Auditorium, 9t30 a'm.
Mry 27-Monãay: Graduation exercises, Coliseum.
OfÊces

of the University will

be closed .A,pril 12.

ADMINISTRATION AND FACULTY
THE SMU BOÁ.RD OF TRUSTEES
Eugene McElvaney, Chairmøn of tbe Boørd
Paul E. Martin, Vice-Chøirmøn of tbe Boørd
Gerald C. Mann, Secretøry ol the Boøtd
Phoebe A. Davis, Assistønt Secretary of the Boørd'

OFFICERS OF

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE SMU
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Eugene McElvaney, Chøirmøn
George P. Cullum, Sr.

Gerald C. Mann
Paul E. Martin

\ø. H. Dickinson, Jr.

\Øilliam C. Martin
Eugene McDermott

Mrs. Fred F. Florence
Mrs. \Ø. \Ø. Fondren
'V. B. Hamilton
S. J. Hay
Karl Hoblitzelle
Floyd B. James

George F. Pierce
Charles Prothro
Robert G. Storey

\Øillis M. Tate
C. A. T¿tum

ADMINISTRATION
Tlre Scuoor- or Lnw

lVillis M. Tate, M.4., LL.D., L.H.D., Sc,D,, Presid'eøt ol tbe Uniunsity
Hemphill M. Hosford, Ph,D, Vi'ce-President aøil Proaost of the
Uni.uersì.ty

Trent C. Root, M.B.A., LL.D., Vice-Presiilent ønil Trcøsater of tbe
Uniuetsity

Sterling

F.

\Øheeler,

8.D., D.D., Aùminístrøtiue

Vice-Ptesìd.ent

ol the Uøìuersity
Keith Baker, Ph.D., Vice-Presiilent f or Uøiuersity Relatiotts
John \Ø. Riehm, 8.S., J.D., Deøn

of Tbe

Scbool

of

Løu.'

M.4., LL.B., S.J.D., Deøn Emetítas
Robert Gerald Storey, 8.4., LL.D., Deøn Etnetitus
Eugene L. Smith, B.B.A., LL.B., Asslsf ønt to tbe Deøn

Ch¿rles Shirley Potts,

Norma Decker, Ad'minì.strøtiae Assistønt.
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FACULTY*
Rrcrran¡ J. Bannnn, A.B', J.D., M.A',

LL'M'

Assistant Professor
of Law

¡{.8., 19t3, J,D,, 19tt, Vayne State University.; M'A'' 19t8' University

Assistant to Director, Michigan Tax-Study, 19J8i Assistant Professor. of Law, Rutgers (Jniversity'
"1959;
Stzfr Member, Joint Economic Committee, '{Øashington, D' C'' 196l;
Southern Methodist University since 1961'

oilii"hig""; fL:.M, 19t9, Yale University;

Associate Professor of Law
Ar-eN R. Bnolutnnnc, 4.8., LL.B.
A,8., 1949, Harvatd University¡ LL,B,, 19t2, Yale University; private
pi""ii"" in Dallas since l9fZi military service l9i2-19f4; Southern
Methodist UniversitY since 195f

.

JaN Paur, Cnanrvrerz, B.A',8,S., M.S., LL.B', LL.M.'-J.U'D'- Professor of Law
of Prague; lL'M"
1933,
University
8,S,, B.A', 1928, M'S', 193t, J.U.D.,
19t2, y^ie University; LL'B:, l9tt, University of Mississþpi; - P-rivatDozent, Unive¡sity of Prague, 1938-39i Legal Adviser, U'S' Military

Government, Germany, 1945; Trial Attorney and Associate Prosecutor,
'Sflar Crimes, Nutemberg' 1941-48;
U.S. Ofice of Chief of Counsel for
Associate Professor of Political Science, Flavana Business University, 194849; Professor of Law, University of Puerto Rico, 1949't2t Sterling Fellow,
lgil-52, Yale University; Viiiting Lecturer of Law, Yale University,
L952-13; Visiting Professor of Law, University of Mississippi' summers
oÍ 1953, 19f4; Associate Professor oÍ Law, Louisiana State University,
19r3-5t; Ptofessor of Law, University of Mississippi, 19Jf-f8; Visiting
P¡ofessor of Lav¡, Tulane University, 19t7-t8t P¡ofessor of Law, International Faculty of Comparative Law, Luxembourg, summers 1958' L959;
Southern Methodist University since 19f I'

Jur-ro Cnsnn Curro-Rua, J.S'D.,

LL.M.

Profcssor

of Lav¡

J.S.D,, 1948' Facultad de Derecho, Universidad Nacional de La Plata;
Lt.Ir¡. i" Comparative Law, Southern Methodist University' 19f 3; private
practice in Buãnos Aires, Argentina, 1943'7912; member of Facultad de
bere.ho, Universidad Nacional de La Plata 7946-1948:' Graduate Fellow,
Law Institute of the Americas, Southern Methodist University 19t2-l9tri
Southe¡n Methodist University since 19J3.

Professor of Law
FI¡nvBv L. Davts, 4.8., LL'B.
A,8., 1937, University of Akron; LL.B., 1940, Southern Methodist University¡ Special Agent and Supervisory Agent, Federal Bureau of Investigation, il+6ll+e; frivate prâctice in Dallas, 1946-1947, Southern Methodist
University since 1946.

C¡-voB Etr.trnv, 4.8., LL,B.
A.8,, 1921, University of \Øisconsin;

Professor of Law

Oxford University,
LL.B., 1930, Harva¡d University; general practice in Dallas,
lgt0-1936t ,{.ssociate Professor of Law, Baylor University, 1936-l9t8t
umpire in labor disputes between North American ,A'viation ¿nd U.,{..V.C,l,O., 1944-194f ; Southern Methodist University since 1938.
l92l.1r92f

;

rThe faculty is listed alphabetically.
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JonN L. Frrzcnnalu, 8.4., LL'B', LL.M.,

S.J.D.

Visicing

Professor of Law
1928, LL.B', 1912, University of \fashingtoni LL.M', 1934, Harv8.A,,'Univeisityi
private practìce,

ard
S.J.D,, 1940, Georgetown University;,
Seattle, \ØashingtoÃ, t93li Attorney, llome O¡vners Loan Corporation,
tg34-i¡; Assistant to Chief of Corporate Law Section, Federal Savings-&
Loan Insurance Corporation, l93t'181 Regional Counsel, Federal Public
Housing Authority (\Øestern Region)' 1942-47i private practice' 1,947-49;
Principãl Land Âttorney, Housing & Home Finance Agency (Urban Re'
development Division), 1949-J4i Chief, Ofrce of Opinions and \evìew,
Federi Communicatiôns Commission, 1954'J8i General Counsel, Federal
Communications Commission, 1958'61; Southern Methodist University
since 1961.

LL.B. Visiting Professor of Lav¡
LL.B.' 1947, Columbia University;
Minnesota;
of
B.Sc.L,, 1946, University
U. S. Navy, 7940-41; private practice, 1947'48; Assistant Attorney GenDepoiy Indust¡iai Commissioner, Commissioner of Labor, State of
"r"1,
So"ih Orkóta, 7948-13¡ .tttotney for Texaco, Inc,, 79J3-6Ii Southern

\Ørr,r,r¡.lr J. Fr-rrrIr, B.Sc.L.,

Methodist UniversitY since 1961.

S'J.D.

Crr¡ntns O'NBrrr- GalvtN, B.S.C., M.B'A', J.D',

Professor

of Law

B.S.C., 1940, Southetn Methodist University; M.B.A" 1941' J.D.' 1947'
Northwestern University; S.J'D', 1961, H¡rvard University; U.S. Navy'
1942-1946; private practice in Dallas, 1947-19J2; Ezra Ripley Thayer
Fellow, Harvard University, 1956-57 t Southern Methodist University
since 1912.

Antrrun LroN FlenoINc, 4.8., J'D., S.J.D.

Professor

of Law

A,.8,, 7924, University of Arkansas; J.D,, L927, University of Michigan;
S.J.D., 1912, H¿¡varã University; ¿qssistant ¿nd Associate Professor of
L;w,'1927-19t3, Southern Methodist University; Brandeis Research Fel-,
low, Harvard Law School, Lg3l-7932i Professor of Law, University of
Idaho, 1933-1940; military service, 1940-1946, serving as Executive,
Montana and Idaho Military District, in ofice of Chief of Stafi, U. S.

Army, and as Chief of Operations, .Army Ground Forces¡

Southern

Methodist University since 7946,

Bonrs Kozor,cuyK, 8..A., 8.S., D.C'L.,

LL.B.

Assistant Professor
of Law

8,S.,8.4., 19t1, D.C.L., 19f6, University of Havana; LL.B.' 19t9' Uni-

versity of Miami; private practice in Havana, 1956; T*'or in Introductory
Civil- and Common-Law courses, IJniversity of Miami, 1958-t9i Visiting
Pro{essor, University of Chile, Summer 19f9; Cook Fellow, University
of Michigan School ol Law, l9J9-60; Southe¡n Methodist University
since 1960.

LrNNanr VBnr.¡oN LeRsoN, 8.S., J'D',

S'J.D.

Professor

of Lav¡

8.S., 1933, J.D,, 1936, University of \Øashington; S.J.D.' 1942' University
of Michigan; Assistant, A'ssociate and P¡ofessor of Law, Baylor University,
l93s-19¡4t Public Member, Eighth Regional Var Labor Board, D¿ll¿s,
L942-1944; Attorney with National \Øar Labor Boalå, 1944-194f; Counsel,
Research Development Division, New Mexico School of Mines, 7945-1946i
Southern Methodist University since 1946.
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Josrnu \Øssu McKNIGHT,8.4., M.4., B.C.L., LL.M'

of Law
tl+l; -\'!',
19t4i B.C.L. 19f 0, Oxford University (Magdalen College); Ll"ry''
Associate Professor

8.A,,

1947, University

of

Texas; B.A.

in

Jurisprudence,-

1g¡s, Columbia University; United States Navy, 1944-1946; Rhodes
at Oxford University, 7947-1910; PriYate practice in New York
City, 79rl-19t5; James Kent Fellow, Columbia University School of L¿w,
f9t8-59i Southern Methodist University since 19fJ.
Professor of Law
Rov Rorrnr Rav, 4.8., LL.B., S.J.D'
A.8., 1924, Centre College; LL.B., 1928, University of Kentucky; S.J'D"
SchoÍar

1930, University of Michigan; Research Fellow, University of Michigan,
lg28-192g and Summer, 1930; Visiting Professor, Vanderbilt University,
lg37-lgtgi University of Colorado, Sunimer, 1931; University of Michigan, Summer, 1939; on leave of absence, 1942-1946, servlng successfully
as Regional Rationing ,{ttorney, Regional Rent Attorney, O.P'A', and
Chief Hearing Commissioner, Ofrce of Administrative Hearings; Southern
Methodist UniversitY si¡ce 7929,

Jouw \Ø. RrruM,8.S,,

J.D.

Professor of Law

8.S., 1941, Bradley University; J'D., 1947,l)niversity of Michigan; United
States Army Âir Forces, 1942-194r; general practice in New York City,
lg47-1948 and Summer, 1949, 79t1,19i3; Southern Methodist University
since 1948'

Assistant Professor of Law
L. SuIrrr, B.B'4., LL.B.
19tt, LL.B., 19ts, Southern Methodist University; Briefing
Clerk, Supreme Court of Texas,19f8-i9; Teaching Fellow, Stanfotd

EucBNE,

8.8..4..,

University School of Law, l9J9-60; Southern Methodist University since
1960,

Flov¡no J. TaurnNrrlD, A.B'' LL.B.,

Ph.D'

Visiting

Professor

of Law

A,8., 7947, LL.B., 194s, Ph.D,, 19ts, Columbia University; P¡ofessor
of Law, Golden Gate College School of Law (San Francisco), l95J-67;
private practice, New York, 1948-54, California, 1954-61; Southern
Methodist UniversitY since 1961.

,{. J. Trroltns, Jn., 8.S., LL.B., LL.M', S.J'D.

Professor

of Law

8.S., 1939, Ag¡icultural and Mechanical College of Texas; LL.B', 1943'
University of Texas; LL'M., 1947, S'J.D., 19t0, University of Miclrrigan;
Vice Consul, United States Foreign Service' 1943-1946; Southern Methodist

University since 1947.

\Ø¡r-lrav VnNDBncnsEK, 8.S., J.D',

LL.M.

Assistant Professor
of Law

8.S., 19t2, Iowa State College; J.D,, 19rt, State University of Iowa¡
LL,M, 19t9, Yale University; Private practice, L9J5; U. S. Marine Corps,
1915-l9t7i Law Clerk, Judse M.D. Van Oosterhout, United States Court
of ,\ppeals, Eighth Ci¡cuit, l9t7-l9t8t Sterling Fellov¡, Yale Law School,
79t8-79t9i Southern Methodist University since 19f9.
Professor of Law
Crr¡,nr.Bs \Ø. \ØBnsrnn, Ph.B., LL.B.
Ph,B' 1942, Marquette University; LL.B., 1948' University of riØisconsini
Assistânt and Associate Professor of Law, University of Bufralo, 194819J3; Attorney, Legal Department, General Electric Co., 1953-1954;
Southe¡n Methodist University since 19J4.

Faculty
Moss \Ø¡unrsu,4.8.,

LL.B.

11

Professor of Law

of

Oklahoma; LL.B,, 1942' U:rihigh school teaching, 1924-1938, Okla'

A'F.,, 1924, East Central State College

versiiy of ôkl"ho-.; engaged in
homa and Coloradot private practice and County J\dee, 1942-7946,
,A,da, Oklahoma; Southern Methodist University since 1946.

Ffano¡.o G. \ØnnN,4.8., LL.B.,

J.S.D.

Professor of Law

A.8,, 1942, Columbia University; LL.B., 194s, Columbi¿

University;
J.S.D., 19t7, Yale Law School. Lieutenant, U.S. Navy, 1942-46. Private
iractice, 19'48-49' ,{ssoci¿te P¡ofessor of Law, 1949-t3, Professor of

Law, University of Mississippi, 79t3-54i Professo¡ of Law, University of
Oklahoma, !9t4-J7; Southern Methodist University since 1917.

LIBRARY STAFF
Law Librarian
Flrnnnrsr¡ Tunnevlr-r.r, B.A.
8.4,, 1930, East Texas State Teachers College; tauglt in public schools,
Cooper, Tixas, 79fl-1942; attended University of Texas, 1943'1944t
Colu-bi¿ University School of Library Science, Summer, 1947; .Assistant
Law Libra¡ian, University of Texas, 1944-1947t Southern Methodist Uni'
versity since 1947.

Assist¿nt Law Librarian
SusIr K. AuntcHT, 8.4., B'S', M.A.
8..4,, University of Oklahoma, 1930; Teacher in public schools, Cooper,
Texas, 1930-19is; ì{.4. in history, University of Oklahoma, 1940; B.S'
in Library Science, University of Oklahom , 7942; University of Tex¿s
Library, ig+z-tg+gi E¿st Tixas State Library, 1949'l9trt Texas Agri'
and Mechanical College Library, l9t3-1960; Southern Methodist

"oltrráÍ
University Ltw Librty

L960.

LECTURERS

Fln¡rnv Devro ArrN, A.B.' LL.B.
Vnsren Flucurs, 8.4., LL.B.
Pnur- McCenRoLL, LL.B.

D. Cenr- Rtcuanos, B'S.' LL.B.

STANDING COMMITTEES OF THE FACULTY
ADMISSIONS: \Øebster (Chairman), Larson and VanDercreek

CURRICULUM: Bromberg (Chairman), McKnight and Barber
FOREIGN STUDENTS ADVISORY¡ Emery (Chairman), McKnight and Taubenfeld
GRADUATE: Galvin (Chairman), Flarding, Kozolchyk, Taubenfeld and Thomas
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LIBRARY: Harding (Chairman), Bromberg and Charmarz
SCHOLARSHIPS
Vebster

AND LOANS: Ray (Chairman), Davis

and

SECRETARY: Smith
ADVISORS TO LEGAL Á.ID CLINIC: McKnight and Vimbish

ADVISOR TO SOUTH\ØESTERN LA\ø JOURNALT Bromberg
DIRECTOR OF MOOT COURT ACTIVITIES: Davis
DIRECTOR OF PLACEMENT: Larson
MEMBERS OF THE UNIVERSITY SENATE: Davis, Galvin,
Harding, Larson, McKnight, Vebster
MEMBERS OF COMMITTEES OF THE UNIVERSITY SENATE:

Athletics: Larson (Vice Chairman)
Disciþlinez Bromberg
Em.þloyment ønil Pløcemenl: Larson
Librøries: A. J. Thomas, Jr.
Schedule and Utilization
S c holør

s

bìp s

of

Sþøce: Riehm

ønd Loøns t Harding (Vice-Chairman )

Stwdent Actiuities ønil Or ganizøtions: Galvin
Uniuer

sity Conuocatìons: McKnight

LA\ø SCHOOL COMMITTEE OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
i
I

The Honorable John Edward Flickman, LL.B., LL.D., Austin,
Cbai.rntan

The Honorable Sam G. Bratton, LL.D., Albuquerque, New Mexico

\Øilliam B. Hamilton, 4.8., M.4., \Øichita Falls
Gerald C. Mann, 8.4., LL.B., Dallas
The Honorable Alfred P. Murrah, LL.B., LL.D., Oklahoma City
Charles B. Paine, Â.8., LL.B., Grand Island, Nebrash¿

Robert Gerald Storey, 8.4., LL.D., Dallas, Texas
Bishop Aubrey G. 'Walton, 8.A,., 8.D., D.D., New Orleans, Louisiana

-f-

T"u sc'oo,, oFin LA\Ä¡

or southern

Methodist University was established
February, 1921, In 1938
the Dallas School of Law, established in L92J by the Young Men's
Christian Association, was merged with the School of Law of
Southern Methodist University. Since that time the School of Law
has operated a Day Division and an Evening Division. The School
is a member of the Association of American Law Schools and is
on the list of schools approved by the Section on Legal Education

of the American Bar Association.

THE SOUTH\øESTERN LEGAL FOUNDATION
The Southwestern Legal Foundation was organized in 1947 .as a
Texas non-pro6.t corpoiation for the purpose of supporting legal
education, projects in legal research, the improvement of the ad-

ministration of justice and continuing legal education of practicing
attorneys. It was through the generous efforts of the founders
and members of the Southv¡estern Legal Foundation that the Legal
Center was built. The Foundation has lent its financial support to
the School of Law and afforded students in the School of Law an
opportunity to participate in the numerous institute Progr¿ms sponsored annually. The Foundation offices ¿re located in the Legal
Center and it is here that most of its activities are carried out.
The Foundation, in carrying out its mission, is constantly engaged

in exploring new ûelds of

research.

THE LEGAL CENTER
The School of Law is located in the Legal Center on the north-

'west corner

of the University

camPus,

within the city limits of

University Park, approximately six miles from the business center
of Dallas. The Schõõl of Law buildings (pictured elsev¡here in this
bulletin) include Storey Hall, Florence Hall and the Lawyers Inn.
The Lawyers Inn provides living quarters and dining facilities for
seventy-five students, and cont¿ins a lounge, recreâtion room,
f.aoulty dining room and several guest rooms for visiting attorneys.

Hall cont¿ins the Law School classrooms, a courtroom'
of the Legal Aid Clinic, study rooms and rooms for student
activities. The main building, Storey Hall, houses the several libraries, the administrative and faculty offices of the Law School,

Florence
ofrces
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ofrces of the Southwestern Legal Foundation, the Southwestern
Law Journal, seminar rooms, a larg" auditorium, a student lounge
and a public lounge. The buildings-are of modified Georgian archit""trrrä, conformiig to the style ãf ,ll p..-.nent buildings -on the
physical
."-prr. These faJlities provide
-South the Law School with a

plani unsurpassed in the
or Southwest. The classrooms and
courtroom are commodious and well appointed. The three large
reading rooms in the main building p.ovide a place for study and

research under excellent conditions.

THE LA\ø LIBRARY
The Law Libraty contains approxin'rately 82,000 volumes, careselected to aíoid .,nt...rrã.y duplications and to insure the

fully

greatest possible usefulness. Acceisioni are made ât the râte of
ãpp.o*i*ätely !,000 volumes a year, with special attention bei"g given tó materials in the frelds of Oil and Gas, Taxation,
Inãuãnce, International Law, Comparative Lav¡, and . Jurisprudence. Emphasis is also placed on Latin-American legal publica-

tions. Coáes, periodicals and outstancling treâtises have

been

acquired from most of the Latin-American countries' There are
also collections of legal literâture of France, Germany, Italy and

Spain. The Library contains all reported cases of the federal
cõurts and all reported cases of the state courts as well as all
English cases from the time of Henry VIII. There are also collections of the reported cases from the principal countries of the British Commonwealth, including lreland, Scotland, Australia, New

Africa and Canada.
The Library has complete ûles of two-hundred leading legal
periodicals. It currently subscribes to four hundred and Êfty
periodicals of which over one hundred are from foreign countries. The stâtutory collection includes the current statute law of
the United States and of all of the states. The rules, regulations and
decisions of the administrative agencies of the federal government
are kept current. The Library has excellent collections of treatises,
Zealand, South

encyclopedias, digests, citators and loose-leaf services which make it
a valuable working laboratory for the students. Several copies o{ all
leading textbooks are available. There are many texts on the subjects of government, economics, international relations and busi-

in the collection.
Fondren Library, a handsomely appointed building, houses the
general líbrary of the University. Its reading rooms are available to
law students at all times.

ness
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General Information

LA\trYERS INN
The Lawyers Inn provides residence ¿ccommodations for seventy-

ñve unmariied lav¡ itudents in single and double suites. Rates per
semester are g140 per man in a double room; $17f per man in-a
single room. Prefeience in the choice of rooms is given to graduates, third-year, second-year and ûrst-year students, in that order.
Evening Division students may live in the Inn. Applications for
residence must be made on the form provided by the Lawyers Inn
andmust be accompanied by a deposit of gf0. Approval of application is not given until the applicant is accepted for admission to
the Lav¡ Sclool. A bulletin describing the Lawyers Inn may be
obtained by writing The Director, Lawyers Inn, Southern Methodist University. Students living in Lawyers Inn are required to t¿ke
their meals ihere, and other students may purchase meals in the
Inn's dining room. Cost of meals is $220 per semester.*

OTHER LIVING ACCOMMODATIONS

in the several dormitories at
$1fl per semester. Inquiries concerning living
accommodations for married students should be addressed to the
Rooms

for

women are available

$130, $140, and

Director of Housing, Perkins School of Theology, Southern Methodist University, who maintains a list of acceptable accommodations.

PRE-LEGAL STUDIES
The School of Law does not prescribe a ûxed course of prelegal study, but does examine the records of each applicant for a,dmission to determine whether the undergradu¿te courses taken
reflect adequate preparation for the study of law. So far as the student is free to elect courses, he should seek a well-rounded program, incorporating therein to the greatest extent practicable
such of the following subjects âs âre not prescribed: English, History, American Flistoryr Mathematics, Literature, Economics, Phi-

losophy and Ethics, Political Science or Government, and Accounting. If a foreign language is taken it should be Latin. Courses in
Business Law and related fields are not considered desirable pre-legal
study. Particular attention should be devoted to the development of

facility and style in clear and forceful

use

of the English

language.

Persons seeking advice concerning pre-law study should contact
Professor Charles \Ø. \Øebster of the Law School faculty.

-l-Iilr".",

are subject

to

change

at the beginning of any

semester.
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THE UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAM
METHOD OF INSTRUCTION
The primary purpose of the Law School is the preparation of the
student for the practice of lav¡, The curriculum combines training in the sciencè and method of the law, knowledge of the body
oithe law, and practical experience in the handling of professional
problems. It also explores the relationship and responsibility of the

of society.
The theoretical aspects are imparted by the case and problem
methods of instruction. The case method involves the thorough
analysis of selected cases, statutes and other materials, and the discussion of legal principles deduced therefrom. Students are introduced to the materials they will use in the practice of law, and
learn to make distinctions and to reâson by analogy.
In the problem method, students read substantial portions of
subject matter in the form of text, cases, statutes, and legal instruments, in preparation for class. The information so acquired is
organized and supplemented by lecture, and students work out
solutions to problems related to tlìe material assigned.
Practical experience is gained not only through the problem
mcthod of instruction, but also through such courses as Practice
Court, Appellate Practice, Legal \Øriting, Legal Aid, and by work
as student editors of the Southwestern Law Journal. The content
of each of these courses is detailecl in the Description of Courses
section at pp. 29-36.
Throughout the curriculum, every effort is made to heep the
classes as small as possible, and thereby give students the advantage of individual attention and close personal relations with their
professors, Instruction in certain fields of law is given by active
practitioners and lecturers chosen for their special fitness for the

lawyer to other segments

particular

sub.iects.

THE STUDENT \øHO EARNS HIS \øAY
The Day Division curriculum is arranged and the work assigned
on the assumption that students will give all their time to work in
the School. In this connection, attention of the applicant is called
to the fact that classes are usually conducted from 8 a.m. to t p,m.
daily. Only the exceptional student may expect to complete the
work required for the degree in the three-year period, if he is
compelled to devote a part oÍ his time to employment. Experience

I't'General

Inform¿tion
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that the student of average ability who âttempts to carry
full Day Division curriculum and a large âmount of outside

shows

the

employment ûnds the burden too heavy, with consequent injury to
health or to the thoroughness of his professional preparation. Under
no circumstances will deviations be made in Day Division class
schedules because of individual student employment conflict. Students who must be substantially or wholly self-supporting while in
law school are advised to enroll in the Evening Division.

l
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ADMISSION
REQUIREMENTS
Dates of Ad¡nìssìon. Beginning students are admitted
Semester only.

Aþþlicøtion

lor

Ad,mission. Application

for

in the Fall

admission should be

madåïeil in advance of the d¿tã^of intended enrollment'. Applicaiiá" t""t, be in writing on forms supplied by the School of Law'
flt" """ii""tion must bi supported bf ìranscripts from all colleges
,tt.rrd.d by the applicant and by collgge. questionnaires and let;;.; ;¡ ,."årnrr,.ttd"iion on forms supplied by the School of Law'
A oerson ûlins an application while^itill enrolled in his pre-legal
*i"ãi., should"ñle tra^nscripts showing the pre-legal work compi"..á ,o date, and the couises in which he is enrolled at the date
åi application. August 1 is the last day for ûling applications for
the Fall semester.

Law Scbool Admìssion Test. Candidates for admission to the fustvear class musr take the Law school Admission Test administered
tv th. Educational Testing Service, Princeton, New Jersey' Appiicrtion blanks for the test together with complete details about
the administration as v¡ell as practice questions may be obtained by
writing to the School of Law.
Candidates are urged to take the test before May
ceding the fall semester in which they seek admission.

1 next

Pre-

Admission by Selection. Admission to the School of Law is by
selection basei upon the academic record of the applicant and
other available data. The School reserves the right to reject any
applicant without statement of reason.
Cred.it Ree1øirements, To be considered for admission, an ap.plicant must have been granted a bachelor's degree from an accredited
college or university,l. *ntt have-completed the ûrst three-years
of , íi*-yeu combination course leading to a degree T Li- and Arts

Business Administration (B.A' or B.B'A') uPon the
completion of. a year of Law School study. A ninety semester hour
is required of students. entering on .the
-ini-nm requirement attd
shrll be exclusive of credits earned in
combination itog.r*t
without substantive content appropriate.to the
non-theory
"ó.ttJ.t
No credit earned by correspondence is acceptable.
study of úw.

or Law and

Grad.e Reqøirertents. The applicant must have a weighted average of not less than C in all work of college Srade attemPl.-d 1nd
in which a grade, either passing or failing, has been recorded before

his application for admission

will

be considered. Courses

for which

Admission
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pre-legal credit is not allowed, as stated in the paragraph next preceding, are not included in computing the average. \Øhere courses
have been repeated, both grades are included in the computation.

ADMISSION TO ADVANCED STANDING
Petsons Eligible. A student who has completed successfully a part
course in another law school (which was at the time of
such study a member of the Association of American Law Schools,

of the law

or approved by the Section on Legal Education of the American
Bar Association) may apply for admission with advanced standing.
The student must also have met the admission requirements of this
law school at the time he began the study of law. Students who
have been excluded from or are on probation at another law school
are ineligible.

Døtes of Ailm.ission. Transfer students who have completed two
or more terms of work in another l¿w school may be admitted in the
summer session or in either semester of the long session. An applicant who has completed only one term elsewhere should submit a
list of law courses taken and inquire concerning possible dates of
admission.

Aþþlication. Application for admission with advanced standing
must be made in writing. It must be supported by transcripts from

all colleges and law schools previously attended. Good standing in
the law school last attended must be established by letter from the
Dean of that school, either filed with the application or submitted
at the time of enrollment in this school.
Aduønced Credìt, Advanced credit for work completed in another
law school will be determined by the ,A.dmissions Committee. Advanced credit will not be granted for a course completed in another
law school with a grade below C or its equivalent.
Míni'mum Resiilence Reqøiremeøt A student admitted with ¿dvanced standing may not qualify for a degree from the School of
Law until he shall have completed s¿tisfactorily at least tÌ¡o semesters' study in the Day Division or three semesters' study in the
Evening Division of the School of Law.

AUDITORS
Members of the State Bar of Texas or graduates of an approved
l¿w school may be enrolled as Âuditors in speciûc courses. Auditors
take no examination and receive no credit for work taken.

The School of Law
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ADMINISTRATIVE RULES AND
REGULATIONS
REGISTRATION
Regìstratìon Period's. Students who fail to .register during the
r""àrì"".à registration periods will be charged a late registration
t"girtirtion will be permitled after the close of
i;;;î-i;;ó."No
j* -irrrt?oction

;Ë;;d{

of

in

a semesier, or after the close

of

the

third day of instruction in a summer session'
Mìnimum ønìl Møxìmøm Hoars. Unless a lesser number of hours
wili meet residence and graduation requirements, minimum regis-

tration is: 10 semester-hJurs per semester or 7 semester-hours per
semester
r"t"À.t session in the Day Division; 6 semest-er-hours. Per Division'
r. + ìtt.rr.r-hours p., ,.r**.. session in the Evening

registration isl 15 semester-hours Pel. semg{er or 10
semester-houti p.t trr-ttt.r session.in the Day Division; 10 semesterhours per semeiter or 6 semester-hours per summer session (except

Mr*i*.r-

;h*;ilb;.;-ioigood
ii' ,.-.rt.r-hours"per

cause mây permiì registration

semester

oi 8 semester-hours

not to

exceed

Per summer

in the Evening Division.
cløss Attendønce vi.tbot¿t Registtøtion. Attendance in
is prohibited unless a student is registered in the course'

session)

classes

Ad.ding ønd Droþþiøg Coutses. -Cg"tt:t may be added or dropped
onlv witË the writìån äpptoo"l of the Dean'.If a course is disconDean, a failing grade
;t"i"i' ;;;;. .h. *.iit." approval of the ¡¡¡ill
not be permitted
courses
of
Áaa;ä!
?Vrj *iff be e'tered.

¿ semester or after
àflìifr.;ir;;"ithe fifth day"of instruction in summer
session' A
a
in
instruction
of
day
;h" ;t*; oi th" third
two weeks

dropped wilhout penalty during the first
"ã"rr"-ãry-¡e
of a se-eírer or thô first week of a summer session; in any co_urse
¡;"pp;J th.r.rft.. the student will receive a faillng grade (\ØF)'
of g1.00 is made for adding or dropping a course'
A
"Ërtg.
CLASSROOM VORK AND ATTENDANCE
the
Cløssroo¡n Vorþ-, The instructor may, with the consent of
done
work
classroom
for-poor
course
a
Í.rom
,trrd.ot
D.rt\ ;;"p "
such case the
,lr.*i" or'for i*proper conduct in the classroom. Incourse'
the
(\[F)
in
grade
failing
receive-a
r."à."t will
Absences, Leaves of absence are not permitted and excuses for
for
absences are îot accepted. A student reg_istering late is. char.ged
;br;;.", from all claJs sessions prior to the date of registration. No
;;;;i;y is assessed for the first fifteen 6ours of class absences for a

Administrative Rules and Regulations
student enrolled

2l

in the Dav Division, or for the first ten hours of

class absences for a studenienrolled in the Evening Division, in any
one semester in all courses taken, but for each additional hour's ab-

sence a student's credit tov¡ard graduation ¡r'ill be diminished by
l/LO of. I semester-hour (absences incurred in courses which are
dropped or failed, or in whièh the final examination is not permit-ted
to bi taken on account of excessive absences, will not be counted in
computing this penalty). A student will not be- permitted to. take
the ?inal i*"miåtiott'ii a course from which hã has been absent
more than /+ of. the class-hours, regardless of the c¿use of such ab-

In such case a failing grade (VF) is entered.
Absences from Qaìzzes. A student who fails to take a pr-eviously

sences.

announced quiz may not continue the course unless excuse4 by tþ
Dean for goõd
shown in writing (in advanc-e if possible)--If-e
"r,rtó from a quiz his grade in the course will b'e
student is- excused
determined as though the quiz had not been scheduled.
Abseøces lrom Exømìnøtions. A. student unable to take ¿ tnal
examination at the time scheduled, because of illness or other unevoidable câuse must' as early as possible (in advance if practicable),
notify the Dean in writing of such absence and the reeson therefor.
The bean, in conference-with the instructor, will P¿ss uPo! thc
reason and notify the student of his decision. If the reason be found

sufficient, the itudent may take the examination v¡ith the class
when it is next given. The Dean will authorize a special examin¿tion at a time tJbe fixed by the instructor only under exceptionâl
circumstances.

GRADES AND CREDITS
The minimum passing grade is 60. The tnal grade in, a coursc
is based upon written e¡¿minations and other required written
work. No hnal examinâtion paPer will be regraded or returned to
e student. Re-examination ii nõt authorized. A student who fails
to pass a required subject may repeat the course but is not req¡iq{
where failure is due to dropping or being excluded
to ão ro

from the "*Cept
course.

Method. ol Coøþøtiøg Aunøges. The grade in each course will
be weighted in proportion to the semester-hours credit assigned to
the course. In computing the average there will be included failures
from dropped cour¡es and the grades from ell other courses in which
the student has taken the final examination or received a tnal grade,
regardless of whether credit in â particular course is required to meet
thà minimum requirements for graduation. \Øhere a course is repeated both grades will be entered in computing the overall average,
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\[here the student receives a failing grade (\7-F) beca-use of dropping or being excluded from . coúrte, that grade will be entered
as 40 in computing his average.
RESIDENCE
candidate for graduation must have been in resid.n".'{o, not less than six ,.*.rt.Ã and one summer session (at least
107 weeks). To constitute residence in the Day Division the candidate must'have been registered for not less than 10 semester-hours
in a sernester in that Dir¡ion or for not less than 7 semester-hours
in a summer session in that Division, ancl must have passed not less
than 9 semester-hours in a semester or not less than 6 semester-hours
in a summer session. The required summer's residence must follow
the ûrst year's study except in some instances where permission is
obtained to use the second summer.

Day Dittision:

A

Eucrthr.g Diuisiott: A canclidate for graduation must have been in
resit{ence io. not less than eight semesters and two summer sessions
(at least lf0 weeks). To constitute residence in the Evening Divisìon, the canclidate must have been registered for and passed not
less than 6 semester-hours in a semester or 4 semester-hours in a
summer session. The summer session residence must follov¡ each of

the first two years excePt in rare instances where permission is obtained to use a later summer.
If a student is registered for but fails to Pâss the minimum
number of hours required for residence, he will be granted fractional residence credii in proportion to the amount of work passed'
Residence cannot be earnêd in repeated courses if earned when the

first taken.
Should a student transfer from one Division to the othcr, one
semester's residence in the Evening Division will be considered as
t/a of a semester in the Day Division; and one semester's residence
in the Day Division will be considered 4/3 of. a semester in the

course wâs

Evening Division.

\øITHDRA\trAL AND READMISSION
Vitbdra'uø\.

A

student may voluntarily withdraw from Law

School before the date of his ûrst examination.

In the event of

such

a voluntary withdrawal no credit q¡ill be given for work in any
class and a notation of withdrawal (\l¡) will be entered on the
student's record. There will be no refund of tuition after the third
week

of

class.

Administrative Rules and

Regulations
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Reailmissì.on of Former Studeøts. Students who have withdrawn
from the School'of Law while in good standing will be readmitted
subject to the following limitations.
Students who withdraw before completing their trst semester
of law study may apply for readmission in the Fall Semester only.
Students who completed one semester or term may apply for readmission at the béginning of the Spring Semester only. Students
who have completed two or more semesters prior to withdrawal
may apply for ieadmission at the beginning of either semester or a

summer session.
Students who apply

for readmission within the following

periods

be readmitted without reexamination of their entrance credentials: Those who withdrew before earning twelve semester-hours
credit, within twelve calend¿r months from the d¿te of withdr¿w¿l;
those who v¡ithdrew after earning twelve or more semester-hours
credit, within tq¡enty-four calendar months from the date of
withdrawal. In computing these periods there will not be included
any period or periods in which the student was on active duty with
any of the armed services of the United States, or any period in
which the student was licensed and engaged in the practice of law
in this or ânother state. Students who apply for readmission after

will

the expiration of the periods stated will be required to comply with
the requirements for admission and graduation in efrect at the date

of

readmission.

ACADEMIC FAILURE AND PROBATION
Regulation, "semester" shall be construed to
include a summer session of 10 or more weeks; "upperclassman"
shall be construed to mean one who has completed two semesters
with an overall grade average of. 70 or more. For the method of

In the following

computing grade averages,

see

page 21,

Autovret¡c Exct usrox
Fìrst Yeør Stødents

l. Any student whose overall grade average et the end of the
first

semester is less than 60 shall be excluded automaticâlly. He may
be readmitted in a subsequent fall semester as a beginning student.
Any other student may withdraw voluntarily at the end of the first
semester, and may reenter in a subsequent fall semester as a beginning

student. Students reentering law school under this paragraph will
not be given credit for courses completed prior to exclusion or with-
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drawal, ancl grades earned in those courses will not be counted in
Any student readmitted under this P-ara.or.rp,riittg giade
"verag.s'
h"u. ttt overall
girptt *nã äo., tto,

average of 70 at the end of .his
l*ä"¿ r.*.rr., following readmission wi[ Ëe excluded automâtically;
fr. rrlif not be readmittä. A student will be readmitted under this

paragraph only once.

2. Any student whose overall grade average at .the end 9f ,1he
first two semesrers is less than 65 shall be excluded automatically;
he will not be readmitted.
at- the e,nd.o{.tþ'
3. Any student whose over¿ll grade
^verage
frrst two semesters is less than øs, but not less than 61, shall be
excluded automatically; he may be readmitted as a beginning stuthis
il;t"; ,"¡r.q*"i f.il ,.-.ri.t. In case of readmission under
bea
as
for
all
classified
will
be
PurPoses
rr.""itott the ätudent
courses.-comfor
any
credit
given
not
be
will
and
student
Li""í"g"p.io.
to exclusion, and g_rades earned in those courses will not
fil.t.d
in computing gr"ã. averâges. Any student readmitted
f.
"o"irt.¿
this pnt.gttph *hã ão., not have an overall average of 70
under
*. ."¿'"f iis^secottd semestef following readmission will be
"iexclucled automatically; he will not be readmitted'
Uþþercl,øssmm

Any student

at any time falls
will not be readmitted'

whose overall grade ¿verage

below 68 shall be excluded automãtically; he

Pnos¡TIoN
Fìrst Year Students
average at the end of the first
Any student whose overall grade
-but
not
lesJ than 68, shall be placed
70,
than
t*o ,á-.rr..s is less
on orobation. If he makes an ¿verage of 72 or more in his next
,.-ärr.. in school, and his overall grade average continues to be
i.s ,h"" 70, he will become an upperclassman on probation-' If
rr. r"ir, to *ak. an average of 72 ii his next semester in school
he wilt be excluded automãtically. Unless his overall grade average

¿t exclusion is below 55 he may be readmitted as a beginning stu-

ã.rrt io a subsequent fall semester. In case of readmission under
ihi, or.rn."oh thì srudent will be classified for all purposes as a beír.tå.ttt and will not be given credit for any courses comeirrnîrre
"prior
to exclusion, and gradcs earned in those courses will
ileted
,rot b.'co.tttted in computing grade averages. Any student readmitted under this paragraph who does not have an overall âverag.e
oÍ 70 a,t the end oJ hii sãcond semester following readmission will
be excluded automatically; he will not be readmitted.

Requirements for

Graduation
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Uþþnclassncn
an,y time is-less than
Any student q¡hose overall grade averag€
^t
Any probationary
probation.
on
shall
be
68,
70, bit not less than
student whose current grade averege in any semester is less than 70
will be excluded autoriatically. He will not be readmitted to the
Law School.

DISCIPLINE

To safeguard its ideals of scholarship,- charâcter,. and personat
behavior, ih" School of Law reserves' and each student âs a condition oi admission concedes to the School oÍ La:w, the right to
require the withdrawal of any student at ainy time fo-r âny reason
deËmed suficient. Dismissal from the school may be honorable, as
in the case of a student dropped solely for poor scholatship, or

in the cat. o-f-"*p.tlsion for violation of the examination rules or other serious breaches of discipline. Minor infractions of the rules of the School of Law will render the student liable to suspension from classes and cancellation of examinations, with consequent loss of credit.
Students in the School of Law shall not, without the consent of
the Dean, either individually or collectively use the name of Southern Methodist Universitv School of Law in any activity of any
kind outside the regular work of the school. Violation of this rule
dishonorable, as

is regarded as sufiðient cause for

dismissal.

REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION
All candidates for the degree of Bachelor of Laws must satisfy
the following requirements:
1. The Candidate must have complied with the residence requirements as set ou! on page 22, The l¿st two semesters of Day
Division residence must be acquired in this school. The last three
semesters of Evening Division residence must be acquired in this
school.

2. Ninety semester-hours' credit (84 hours for those beginning
to 1960) with an overall grade average of

the study of law prior
not less than 70.
3.

All

required courses must h¿ve been taken.

The School of Law
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The Faculty reserves the right to change the schedule of courses
required for graduation. Flowever, when a required course is inserted in the curriculum at a point already passed by the student
he will not be required to go back and take rhat course.

4. A candidtte my ofier toward the fulûlment of the stated
for the degree only those courses which were completed by him in this oi another approved law school within the
six calendar years next preceding tñó intended date of graduation
if he has been enrolled in the Day Division or another full-time law
school, eight calendar years if hô has been enrolled in the,Evening
Division or another pait-time law school. In computing the periocl
there shall not be irrcluded therein any period or periods in which
the candidate was on active duty with any of the armed services of
the United States, or any period in which the candidate was licensed
and engaged in the active practice of law in this or another state.
requirements

f

. The student's use of English must be satisfactory.

6. Except for the limitation uncler rules regarding readmission of
former students a stuclent must meet the hour and residence requirements for gracluation in effect at the time he enters law school.
The student will not be affected by subsequent changes in graduation requirements.

HONORS
Candidates

for the LL.B.

degree having the highest average grade,

not to exceed ten per cent of the graduating class, may, by vote of
the faculty, be awarded the degree, cum løude,lrrøg1ra. ctøn lau.de or
sum.lnø ntm laude. No one shall be eligible for honors who shall have
taken elsewhere more than one-third of the work offerecl for the
degree. The average grade shall be based on work done in this school
only; but to receive the degree with honors a transfer from another
college must have ât least a B average in law courses in the school
previously attended.

SCHEDULE OF COURSES 1962-63
For the year 1962-63 the faculty proposes to offer ¡he courses
listed below. The Arabic numeral opposite each course indicates
the number of semester-hours of credit, Every effort will be made
to adhere to this progrâm, but intervening circumstances may require minor changes. Persons interested in particular courses should
inquire about them shortly before the beginning of the semester

or

session

for which they are

announced.

tt

Schedule

of
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SUMMER SESSSION I962
D.av DrvrsroN
Co¡vrpur.sonv

Comme¡ci¿l
Land Titles

ron Stuoæxts IÍso H¡v¡ Co¡'lp¡,¡rso t¡¡z F¡¡'st

T¡ans¿ctions

4
2

Marital Rights and
Community Property ------------.----

FOR .ALL OTÍIBR

2

Damages

Employment-Unemployment-Reti¡ement Legislation ------

Yp¡rr,

3

STUDENTS

Legal \Øriting

1

Restitution

a

2

EvnNIrvc DrvIsroN
CoIr¡pur.sonv ron StuoB¡¡rs V¡ro Hrv¿ Co¡vrp¡-¡t¡o rr¡¡ Flnsr Y¡en
Constitutional Larv ----------------------

4

Legal Accounting

2

Corr,rpur,sonv

Basic Legal Research

--------------------

1

ro¡, StuosNts Vrro H¡vs Corúp¡.srpo Tvo YB¡rs
Estates

Marital Rights and
Community Property

3

Land Titles

FOR Âf.L OTIIER

Procedure
Insurance

Criminal

2
2

t

I

2

STUDENTS

I

Legal \Øriting

of Proof

Problems

2

FALL AND SPRING SEMESTERS 1962.63
D¡Y Dry¡sIoN
FIRST YEAR

d

(All

Courses Required)

FøIl Semestn
Basic Legal Research
Contrâcts I
Crlmes I
Legal History
Property I -,-...

---.------,...--...----- 1

Crimes
Equity

II

Mæt Court
Property

3

Torts

II

II

¡

la

SECOND YEAR (.A.ll Courses Required)
Appellate Practlce
f ----.--.----..-""--- 2
4
Busl¡ess Assoclatlons
constitutional Law
Estates U
Estat€s I
Bustness Associations

Legal Accounting
Legal \ryrlting
Procedure

f

1

Taxatlon

2

II

------------------

4
2
3

4
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THIRD YEAR
elective except Legal Profession and Ptactice Court

(,4,11 courses

Abstracts

Adminlst¡ative Law
Admiralty
Estate Plaffìlnc and Practice

civll Rights semlnar

4

Creditors Rlghts
Criminal Law Adminlstration
Federal Courts

...----------.-----. ..-----.- 3
Profession,--,------------,----",-.---,,--.-

Lâbor I¿w
Land Use Planning
Prâctice Court II

Municipal Corporations

Oil md

Gas

Practice Court

I

Property Security
Seminar

in Ethics and Law

..----,---

lnsurance

fntemational Lew

Legal

-"..........-....-...-.... 2

conflict of I¿ws

--.-..-.--

Evidence

I and II)

1

3
1
2
----.---..-- 1

of

Regulation

t
1

Business

Romm Lar¡¡
Workmen's Compensation

1

EvBNINc DIvISIoN
FIRST YEÁ.R (All Courses Required)
Contrâcts I
Legal History

II

Contracts
Equity

Torts II

Torts I
SECOND YEAR

(All

Courses Required)

Buslness Associations I ------.-------,----.-Commercial Transactions

2

Business Associations

4

Legal Writing

Property

3

Property

I

-----.---.,-.-.,,.-..-..-..,--.-.-.--....-.-.

THIRD YEAR (All
Crimes I
Estates II
Prrcedure I

II

--------'---''"---' 4

1

II

Courses Required)

II

2

Crimes

3

Proædure
Taxation

2

II

3
4

FOURTH YEAR ((Required Courses)
Appeltate Practice ..-....., -,...,-....-.---..
2
Practice Court II
Practice Court I ,_..___._.,_...,."._..._...,_......- 1
Legal Profession

2
1

ELECTIVES
Administrative Law
Admiralty

--.-,,,-,-.--...-.---,------ 3

2

Insurance

Oil and Gas
Property Security
Workmen's Compensatlon
Patent Lâw

2
1

Abstracts
Bankruptcy

1

Conflicts of Laws
Criffìlnal Law Administration
Estate Plaming
Evidence

Federal Côurts
I¿bor Law
Regutation

of

Business

-.---.----

2
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DESCRIPTION OF COURSES

of credit is the semester-hour, which represents one
for a semester. The number of semester-hours
of credit given for the satisfactory completion of each course is
The unit

class-hour per week
stated.

FIRST YEAR COURSES

(All

courses required)

Bøsìc Legal Reseørcb. One hour. Group program covering use of
law liÈrary, form of citation of authorities, writing of elementary
legal memoranda based on research techniques.

Cottrdcts I and II. Six hours. History and development of the common law of contract; principlæ controlling the formation, P€rformance, and termination of contracts, including the b¿sic
doctrines of offer and acceptance, consideration, conditions' mâterial breach, damages, contracts for the benett of third Persons'
assignments, and the St¿tute of Fr¡uds.
Crìmes I ønd. ll. Four hours. Origins and sources of the criminal
law; the elements of crime and the various speci6.c crimes, including homicide, assault, rape, larceny, robbery, .and arson;
criminãl procedure under the iexas Code of Criminal Procedure,
' including jurisdiction, venue, preliminary examination, . grand

jury, inãictment, information, pleas, trial, sentence, probation,
and parole; rights of a criminal defendant under the United
States and Texas Constitutions.

Three hours. Nature and source of equitable rights; prinof equity jurisdiction; enforcement of equity decrees; specific performance of contracts; injunction egâinst tort.
Legøl Hìstory, Three hours. Main currents in the historical development'of legal thought to the twentieth century; history of
judiõial institutions; sources and growth of the common law and
equity; the influence of civil and canon law; the reception of
the common law in the United States; Spanish elements in

Eqaity,
ciples

Texas law.

Moot Court. One hour, As an introduction to the art of persuasion
by written and oral legal argument, all students participâte in
an appellate moot court progrâm. Each student engages in at
least ts¡o oral arguments of moot cases. The culmination of this
program is the elimination tournament to determine the team
winning the First Year Moot Court Competition.

tì-r
ll

I

i
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I aød ll.

Six hours. Possession; gifts; bona fide purchase;
of land law; creation. of possessory and

hìstoiical bachground

non-possessory estates

in

fee,

for life

and

for term and their

respeãtive incidents; concurrent ownership; future interests;
lanãlord and tenant; covenants running with land; easements;
licenses; water rights.

I and. II. Six hours. Civil wrongs arising from breach of
duties imposed by law as distinguished from duties created by

Torts

contract; including

trespass

to

person and property, cottversion,

negligence, deceit,-injurious falsehood, slander, libel, slander of
titL, malicious prosecution, an,J nuisance; right of privacy; fault
and absolute liability; damage without legal injury.

FIRST SUMMER SESSION COURSES
(Al1 courses required)

Comrnercial Trønsøctioøs, Four hours. Sales: passing of title,
risk of loss, warranties, remedies of buyer and seller, chattel
mortgages, conditional sales, pledges, and liens. Negotiable in-

rtt.trã.ñ*, form, negotiation, holdãrs in due course, personal and
real defenses, banking procedures of collecting and remitting,
discharge; bills of lading and trust receiPts; suretyshiP problems.

Møri.tal Ri.ghts ønd Community Proþerty. Three.hours. Martiagel
annulment; divorce; alimony; adoption; guardianship, custody
of children; the laws of separate and community property;
homestead law.

Land Tìtles. Two hours. Forms of deeds; descriptions; warranty
and other covenants of title; escrows; recording statutes; practice in drafting; acquisition of title to land through adverse
possession.

SECOND YEAR COURSES
(Al1 courses required)

Prøctice. Two hours. Problems of Texas and federal proAbþellate
'."d.rr. peculiar
to the appellate process. In addition to -regular
class wórk, students are divided into groups and assigned a case
based upon

an actual

case transcript. Appellate briefs are pre-

pared aãd oral arguments are held before judges recruited from
the Dallas Junior Bar Association.

Description

of

Courses
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I.

Bøsìøess Assocìøtìons
Two hours. The problems of conducting
business through agents or employees, including vicarious liability,

of authority, unauthorized transactionsr undisclosed principals, and ratification, The problems of conducting business in partnership, including the formation of
partnerships, the partnership as a legal entity, the authority of
types and sources

the partners

to act for the partnership, the relations of

the

partners âmong themselves, the dissolution of the partnership, the

limited partnership.
Bøsìttess Associations

in

Il. Four hours. The

problems

of

doing

corporate form, including organization, control and
management, duties of directors and shareholders, rights of share-

business

holders, ûnance, taxation, distributions, and organic charges.
Special emphasis is given to corporate problems and
statutes.

to the

Texas

Lata. Four hours. Historical constitutional theory;
of powers, state and nation; process of judicial interpretation; intèrstate commerce; personal rights and privileges;
due process of law; equal protection of the laws.

Constìtutionøl
separation

I øød II. Five hours. Problems in the devolution of property
and the administration of estates. Subjects treated include: intestate succession; formalities of gratuitous transfers; construction
of donative instruments; use of class gifts and powers of appointment; substitutes for conventionâl methods of property devolution; policy considerations in the disposition of wealth; income,
estâte, and gift tax aspects of donative transactions; and the

Estøtes

fiduciary management of trusts and

estates.

Accoanting, Two hours. An introduction to the theory and
principles of accounting. Emphasis is placed on a legal analysis
of such matters as determination of income, methods of allocating costs to different accounting periods, transactions involving
debt and equity ûnancing, concepts of corporate surplus, and
techniques of consolidating corporate ûnancial statements,

Legal

Legøl

Vriting.

One hour. Study

ship and actttal draftìng

of

of legal style, legal draftsman-

memoranda and opinions on assigned

points of law.
Proced.øre

I

ønd.

lI.

Six hours. Present-day civil practice

in ordi-

nary âctions in Texas courts; jurisdiction of respective courts;
venue; p¿rties; actions; preparation of original, amended, and
supplemental pleadings; trial procedure; judgments; perfection of
appeal; comparative study of Texas and Federal Rules ot Civil
Procedure.
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Taxation, Four hours. A study of the constitutionality of federal
income taxation; analysis of sections of the Internal Revenue

Code, Regulations and decisions developing concePts of taxable
income, deductions, recognition of gains and losses; income tax
consequences of forms of business organization; tax procedures'

SUMMER SESSION ELECTIVES
(Courses open

to

students who have completed the second-year

progrâm in the Day or third-year Program in the Evening.)
Aþþlied, Legøl Trøi.niøg. One hour (optional). Assignment to law
office (frrm, corporation or government) for twelve v¡eeks. Student maintains ofrce hours Monday through Friday and performs
legal duties under direction. Compensation of $2f a week. Some
assignments are divided between a law ofice and a county or
district court.

Criminøl Procedure. Two hours' Procedure under the Texas Code
of Criminal Procedure, including jurisdiction, venue, preliminary

examìnation, grand jury, indictment, information, pleas, trial,
sentence and þarole;'rights of a criminal defendant under the
Texas and U. S, Constitutions'

Dømøges, Two hours. St¿ndards applicable generally to the computation of damages; measure of damages in contract, torts, and
condemnation proceedings.
Emþloyment-Unemþloyment-Retìrement Legisløtion. Two hours.
Lìgál p.ot."tion furnished the employee through workmen's
compensation, unemployment comPensation, social security, fair
labor standards and similar legislation.

lnsurønce. Two hours (See description on page 34.)
Legal Vriting. One hour. (See description on page 3l')

of Proof. Two hours. Burden of proof and presumptions on pârticular issues; procedure of admitting and excluding evidence; parol evidence; actual practice in making proof
of essential elements of a c¿use of action or defense.

Problems

Resti.tution. Two hours. The quasi-contractttal obligation compared

with the tort and contract obligations; the doctrine of unconsequences of mistakes of lar¡¡ and f.act.

just enrichment; legal

VIEWS OF THE LAW QUADRANGLE
THE SCHOOL OF LA\Ø is housecl in three air-conditioned

buildings'

Storey Hall houses the law library, administrative and faculty ofices of the
law school and offices of the Southwestern Legal Foundation, It has three
reacling rooms, a large auditorium, lounge, student locker room and several
graduate seminar rooms. The Lawyers Inn provides living quarters and
clining facilities for seventy-five law students. Florence Hall contains the law
school classrooms, practice courtroom, legal aici clinic, study rooms and
rooms for student ectivities,

Practicc Cotnt in.

scssi.on.

in, Møco Steuøt't Mentoriøl Courtroottt

in Florcnce Hall.

The Løru Qa.ødrøngle

-

Storay HalI, let't;

I

ffiffi
il

Main reatling rootn'

of Íbe Librøry.
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rigl:t
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THIRD YEAR

(All

Courses

J,

COURSES

courses elective unless otherwise indicated. Some
are offered in the Summer Session.)

of

these

Abstracts. One hour. Nature of an abstract; contracts to furnish
an abstract; ownership of abstract; liability of abstracter; examination of abstrects.

Løtu. Three hours. Organization and procedure of
federal and state administrative agencies; distinction between

Admìnistrøtìae

legislative, executive' and judicial pos¡ers and delegation theory;

prãcedural due process; exhaustion of administrative remedies,
þrimary jurisdiciion, ripeness and standing; judicial control over
ãdministiative action; the substantial evidence rule.

Ad.milølty. Two hours. Admiralty jurisdiction; maritime liens;
HarteiAct and Carriage of Goods by Sea Act; salvage; general
average; collision; seamen's rights; Jones Act; marine insurance;
limitation of liability; towage.
Bøøhrøþtcy, (Evening Division) Two hours. BankruPtcy m¿terial described

i¡

Creditors Rlgåls below.

Ciuil Rigltts Semìøør. Two hours. An inquiry into the origin,
evolution, present status and continued utility of constitutional
limitations protecting individual liberty from interference by
Government, state and national. More particularly, consideration
selected problems concerning freedom of speech and political
activity, the separation of church and state, safeguards for those
accused of crimes, substantive and procedural due process, equal
protection of the laws, the role of the military in our democratic
society, and analogous matters.

of

Løus, Three hours. The law relating to trânsactions
having elements in more than one state; domicile; bases of jurisdiction of courts and of states; the rules developed and applied
with respect to marriage and divorce, property, contracts, and

Conf.icts of

corPorations.

Credi.tors Rigbts. (Day Division) Three hours. Enforcement of
judgments; execution, attachment, garnishment; Texas Statutes
of Limitations; fraudulent conveyânces; historical background of
uruecured group creditors' remedies; effect of Bankruptcy Act on
state insolvency statutes; jurisdiction and procedure of bankruptcy courts; persons subject to bantruptcy; Acts of Bankruptcy; rights and duties of trustee vis-a-vis debtor, secured and
unsecured creditors ¿nd assets of the estate; claims ¿nd distributions.

The School
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Crim.iøøl Løw Adm.inistrøtiott. Two hours. A study of criminal
Iaw administration s¡ith special emphasis on current issues in
such fielcls as procedure, juvenile delinquency, probation and
parole.

Estøte Planning ønd Practìce. Two hours. Problems involved

in the

planning of est¿tes with emphasis on tax savings and simplified
administration; the drafting of trusts ¿nd wills to achieve sound
programs of estate management; consideration of problems incident to the use of family partnerships, family corporations, and
other intra family arrangements.

Euid.ence. Four hours. The law of evidence in trials at common
law in the Federal Courts and in Texas, including examination,
competency and privileges of witnesses; leading rules and principles of exclusion and selection, including the hearsay rule and
opinion rule; problems of remoteness and undue prejudice; judicial
notice; burden of proof and presumptions; functions of judge
and jury.

Coarts. Two hours. Diversity of citizenship jurisdiction;
federal question jurisdiction; removal of cases from state courts;
conflicts between federal and state judicial systems; the substantive law applied in the federal courts; problems of venue, process,
and joinder; appellate jurisdiction and procedure.

Fed.eral

lnstøønce, Two hours. Principles governing the making and construction of insurance contrâcts; types of insurance organizations; government supervision and control; interests protected by
insurance contracts; selection and control of rishs; study of
standard form of insurance policies ancl the construcrion and
application of Texas statutes.
lnternøtionøI

Løw.

Three hours. The sovereignty concepr; nation-

ality; territoriality; jurisdiction of stares; recognition and diplomatic intercourse; âgreements between st¿ttes; international regulation of trade ¿nd commerce; internarional claims.
Løbor Løu, Three hours. The legality of labor objectives and of
various forms of concerted activity, such as strikes, picketing,
primary and secondary boycotts; the labor injunction, inclucling
federal and state legislation on the subject; collective bargaining
and arbitration; the Labor-Management Relations Act; v/age
and hour law.

Lønd Use Plønning. Two hours. Analysis
ministrative aspects

of the legal and adof rhe regulation of land use and develop-

ment, and the problems and techniques of urban planning, at the

Description of
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various levels of government. Particul¿r attention will be given
to dwelling legislation, building codes, zoning, subdivision controls, public acquisition of land, tax controls, and urban redevelopment. The relationship of private owners and builders to
the governmental policies involved in shaping the physical en-

vironment will be examined.

Legøl Aìd. One hour. Interview of clients, preparation of memõranda, prepâration of pleadings and assisting attorneys in civil
and criminal cases.
Legal Profession. Two hours (required). History and present organization of the legal profession; admission to the bar; purposes
and work of the American Bar Association and the State Bar of
Texas; problems of professional usage and ethics commonly encountered in practice.

Two hours. Legislative control over municipal corpor¿tions including constitutional limitations on legislative powers; scope of municipal powers, zoning and city
planning; municipal contracts, and indebtedness and liability
thereon; municipal torts and liability therefor.

Møní.ci.þøl Corþorøti.ons.

Oil and Gøs. Three hours. Extent of title in unsevered oil and gas;
correlative rights and duties of owners in a common reservoir;
governmentâl regulation; remedies against trespassers; analysis of
instruments conveying mineral interests, including both deeds and
leases; partition; unitization; federal income tâx consequences of
oil and gas transactions.
Pøteøt Løa. Two hours. Legislative provisions, patentability, prior
art, Patent Ofrce practice, validity, infringement, licensing and
relations with respect to copyright and trademark.

ønd lI. Two hours (required). Preparation ancl
Students are divided into groups of two, one representing the plaintiff, the other representing the defendant, and
specific cases are assigned each group. Fall semester-investigation of the case, prep¿ration of the pleading, interlocutory hearings on motions and demurrers, and drafting proper orders, pretrial proceedings and selection of the jury. Spring ssrnss¡s¡-¿¡i¿l
on merits, examination of witnesses, preparation of instructions

Practice Coørt

trial of

I

cases.

and special issues, motions incident to judgement, motions for
new trial, perfection of appeals.
Proþerty Secøìty, Two hours. The real property mortgage including rights and duties before foreclosure, priorities, transfer
of interests of mortgagor and mortgagee, subrogation, marshall-

ing, discharge, redemption and foreclosure.
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Regøløtion ol Business, Three hours. A study of- government reg-uìätion of úusiness; control over monoPoly and other devices for
restreinins comÞetition bv the federal anti-trust acts, their in'

i.rpr"trtião and applicatiãn; control by tle courts, legislatures
arrá th. Federal Träe Commission over unf¿ir methods of competition.

Roman

Løw. Two hours. The

of the Roman lav¡
cl¿ssical period, including

development

from the earliest times rhrough the lafe

studv of actions. property, .ãrrtt""tt and delicts, and a compari,on iirh the d.velop*e.ti of com-on-law institutions' (In conjunction with the Classics Department of the University) '

senti.nør in Ethics øncl Løtu. one hour (Alternative to,Legal Prof ession). A seminar on ethical problems of interest to lawyers and

t

ti.titt.tt in the perfor-"ttc. oi the duties of their r-esP-ective

fessions. Studenfs examine Ptacticãl situations

in which

Pro-

questions

oiit...tpo"sibilities of t[r" l"wy.r to his client, the courts and

sociery arè prerented. Similar situations involving the minister's
relatión to his church and community ate examined' Enrollment
is by permission of the instructor. (In conjunction with Perkins
School of Theology.)
Soøthuestern Løu Journal. Maximurn credit, three hours' Preparation of ao-rn.rri, on topics of current interest, notes on cas-es of

sitniûcance and editoriãl work incident to publication of the
Southwestern Law Journal.
'V('orkncen's
Comþensation One hour' A comprehensive study of
\ØorÏ*"n's Compensation Act and the court decisions
Texas
the
interpreting the various provisions of the act.

t7

The Graduate Program

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF
AMERICAN AND FOREIGN LA\T
The Graduate School of American and Foreign Law is a cooperof Southern Methodist University School of Law
and the Southwestern Legal Foundâtion, creâred to meet the
challenge of world leadership which has been pressed upon rhe legal
institutions of the United States by international developments
following Vorld \Øar II. The program is designed to broaden the
American lawyer's understanding of our Anglo-American legal
system and its place in the wodd, and ¿lso to offer opportunity
for study to those interested in international and foreign legal
problems. The program offers to foreign lawyers and law professors a course of study designed to provide a basic hnowledge of
Anglo-American concepts and their relationship to the legal concepts of the foreign lawyer's country. To achieve its objectives, the
Graduate School of American and Foreign Law offers opportunities
for study and research in the following major areas:

ative endeavor

1. Advanced study in Anglo-American jurisprudence.
2. An intensive course of study in international and foreign
legal problems for United States lawyers.
3, One-year courses of specialized legal training in internarional
law, comparative law and basic principles of Anglo-American
I¿w for lawyers frorn foreign countries.
The Graduate School of American and Foreign Law includes the

following programs: General Graduate Studies, the Law Institute
o{ the Americas and the Academy of American Law. Each of
these programs leads to an advanced degree in law.

I. GENERAL GRADUATE STUDiES
The primary aim of this program is to prepare American l¿w-

yers

fot

more productive careers

in teaching and in the public

in

the private practice

of

law,

service. The program is designed to:
(1) afford intensive training on the graduate level in the fields
of law which have become highly specialized in modern urban
practice, especially in the Southwest; (2) increase the student's
understanding of the philosophy and history of law ¿nd of the
administration of justice; (3) encourage research and creative
writing in the lav¡ and related fields; (4) offer specialized instruction to practicing lawyers as â part of the plan for continuing ed-

ucation

of the B¿r.
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II. THE LA\ø INSTITUTE OF THE AMERICAS
The Law Institute of the Americas is designed to improve un-

derstanding among the peoples of the Americas through study
of the laws, institutions and governments of the American nations
and to train lawyers to handle Vestern Hemisphere legal problems.

THs CryIL-Lew CunRrcur-uvr
This curriculum is designed for North American lawyers who
wish to train for service with corporations engaged in foreign operations, with governmental agencies oper¿ting abroad or v¡ith
foreign clients. A year of graduate study is ofiered in the civil-law
system as found in one Latin-Âmerican jurisdiction. Chapters of
the respective Civil and Commercial Codes are studied in detail
using the exegetic, case and problem methods. This "vertical"
method of comparative legal study is intended as a means for the
acquisition of a more profound and professional acquaintance by the
common lawyer of the problems and methods peculiar to civil-law
thinking and practice, as found in one rather than many civil-law
jurisdictions. Knowledge of the Spanish language is recommended.
In ¿ddition to the basic courses in Civil and Commercial Law,
other courses are offered in specialized ûelds of International Law
and Latin-American Public Law. Although primarily intended for
lawyers of Canada and the United States, lawyers of other countries
not trained in the civil-law system will be accepted.
An additional period of graduate study in the National University
of Mexico, School of Law, is available to students who have successfully completed the one-year progrâm described above and have
demonstrated an exceptional capacity for advanced study in the
civil law. Under our present arrangement v¡ith the Universidad
Nacional Autonoma de Mexico the students will pursue a course of
study that, if successful, may lead olrr grâduâtes to a Doctor¿te in
Civil Law issued by the above mentioned institution upon an L8-

or 22-month progrâm in Mexico. Eligibility for participation

re-

quires proficiency in the Spanish language.
The courses of instruction for 1962-63 ¿re listed on pages 4t-47.

Tsr

Cov¡vroN-LArø Cunnrcur.urvr

The curriculum provides Latin-American lawyers with a basic
of the legal systems and political and legal institutions
within the United States. It also encompasses studies in interna-

knowledge

tional legal problems of the Americas.
The courses of instruction f.or L962-63 are listed on pages 43-47.

lt--
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III. THE A.CADEMY OF AMERICAN LA\T
The primary purpose of the Academy of Americ¿n Law is to

provide a comprèhensive program of study in the theory and practice of Ameriðan political and legal institutions and the American
legal system to lawyers from without the Vestern Hemisphere who
have not received training in Anglo-American law.
The courses of instruction for 1962-63 are listed on Pages 43-47,

DEGREES

of Løws (LL.M.). To receive the degree of Master of Laws
the student must meet the following requirements:

Møster

(1)
if

in the School of Law for not less than tv¡o
if a full-time student, and not less than four semesters

Residence

semesters

a part-time student.

(2) Completion of a sufficient number of graduate courses to
make a total of at least sixteen semester-hours. The student must
have an âverage grade of 80 on all courses taken, v¡ith no grade
below 70. After a student has completed at least six hours of work
with the âverage required for the degree he will be notified in writing that he is a candidate for the degree of Master of Laws. In
excE)tional cases certain undergraduate courses may be taken where
approved by the Graduate Committee.
( 3 ) Completion of at least four semester-hours in the field of
the general theory of law. These courses âre counted toward the

sixteen-hour requirement.

(4) Preparation of a dissertation, written under the direction
of a professor. This dissert¿tion must be approved by both the
professor and the Graduate Committee. It must be submitted in
triplicate at least 60 days before the date on which the candidate

to receive his degree. It is recommenclecl that the dissertation
in a form suitable for publication. The dissertation must
be prepared as per the instructions published by the Committee,
seehs

be prepared

which instructions are available through the committee.
( t ) All requirements must be completed within a period of
three years from the date of initial registration as a graduate student, unless the candidate is continuously enrolled âs a part-time
student, in which case all requirements must be completed within

ûve years.
Since one of the primary aims of the graduate program is to
foster research and encourage creâtive writing it is contemplated
that the formal course work will require approximately two-thirds
of the student's time, and that the other one-third will be devoted
to the dissertation. Therefore, candid¿tes for degrees will not be
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permitted to register for more than four two-hour courses in one
i"*.rt.. if fu[]time ¿nd not more than two two-hour courses if
part-time.

In addition to general graduate study leading to the Master of
Laws degree, the degree may be earned in specialized ûelds of study.
At present two speõialized programs have been fully implemented'
They are the programs in oil and gas law and taxation.
The program in oil and gas law requires the completion of at
least two graduate courses in the field of oil and gas law and the
written dissertation in that field.
The program in taxation requires the completion of at least two
graduate courses in the freld of taxation and the written dissert¿-

tion in that field.
Master of Comþaratiue Løtu (M.C.L.). The requirements for
this degree include the completion of twenty-four hours of credit
from the courses set out below in the programs of the Law Institute of the Americas or the Academy of American Law or from
such other courses as shall be selected after consultation with the
Graduate Committee, The degree is awarded to those students who
ayerage grade of 80, and no
complete the course v¡ork with
^n of one semester with such
gradè below 70. A^fter the completion
grades, the student will be notified in writing that he is a candidate

for the

degree

of Master of Comparative Law.

Doctor of Ciail Løu (D.C.L,). The requirements for this degree
include the successful completion of the civil-law program in the
Law Institute of the Americas at Southern Methodist University
School of Law and the sâtisfâctory completion of an additional
period of study, fluctuating between 18 and 22 months at the
Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico, Facultad de Derecho.
In addition the student must complete a dissertation in publishable
form approved by the Graduate Committee of both institutions.
All requirernents must be completeil within a period of three years
from the clate of initial registration in the National University of
Mexico.

REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION
STUDENTS \øHO ARE CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Each applicant for admission to candidacy for a degree must be
a gradrtate of an approved American law school who holds a college degree from an accredited college or university, or â graduâte
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a-foreign law school, of standing comparable ro rhose approved
by the Section of Legal Education of thì American Bar llssociation The _ applicant musr have ranked in the upper one-half of
_of

his law school class.
The Commirtee on Graduate Studies may in its discretion waive
the requirement of an undergraduate degree if the applicant graduated from law school before September, lg¡2,
STUDENTS \THO ARE NOT CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES

A limited number of members of the bar who do not seek advanced degrees may be admitted to graduate seminar courses at
the discretion of the Graduate Committee. Auditors are nor per-

mitted,

as all studenrs musr participate in the work of the coürse,
must prepare such assignments as may be required, and must t¿ké

examinations.

APPLICATION FOR ADMISSION
Application for admission ro General Graduate Studies should

to the Secretary of

be

Admissions, School of Law, Southern
Methodist University, Dallas 22, Texas, U.S.A. An application form
maclg

will be mailed upon requesr.
Application for admission to the Law Institute of the Americas
by Latin-American srudents should be made ro rhe Insrirure of In_

ternational Education throug_h the Committee for Study and Training in the United States in the candidate's country in Seprember or
October of the year preceding award. The addiess of ^rhe Com_
mittee can be ascerrained from the cultural Affairs officer at the
United States Embassy or from the nearest U.S. consular office.

Application for admission to the L¿w Institute of the ,A.mericas
by North American students should be made to the Dean, School
of Law, Southern Methodist University, Dallas 22, Texas, U.S.A.
An application form will be mailed upon requesr.
, Application for admission ro rhe Academy of American Law
shorlld be by letter in English to the united státes cultur.l ,ttt"cüe
ar rhe Embassy. or Legation of the United States located in appli_
c¿nt's nation.. The application shall sr¿re rhe age of applicaåi, a
shorr curriculum vitae, sraremenr of ability tJ read
""¿ in
""á!"_
stand_ English; a cemified transcript of giades received
law
school, in English; and a recenr photograph of the applicr"r. Àoplications for each term beginning in September may be fileJ-ãt
¿ny time aÍ.ter January I of that year.
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FELLO\øSHIPS
Fellowships in the amount of $2,t00 each have been established
by the Soutirwestern Legal Foundation in General Graduate Studies'
Each holder of a fellowship will be required t'o p^y full tuition and
fees. In addition to the fellov¡ships, a number of tuition grants are

to candidates
scholastic records.

available

for the LL.M. d.gt." who present superior

The Ford Foundation provides funds for several fellowships. in
the teld of General Gradurt. Studies to students from foreign
countries who already have training in Anglo-American law'
Throush a qenerous grant from the Southwestern Legal Foundatio" fiii.i" fe"llowships"are available annually to applicants fo-r the
i"* i"rtit"re of the lA.mericas and 6fteen are available annually to
for the Academy of American Lau¡. Fellowships include
"ooli."r,r,
ti,itiorr, fees, books, roo- ánd meals and a monthly allowance for
incidentals.

Through a grant from the Ford Foundation, additional funds are
available?or tÍose North American lawyers in the Civil-Law Currl".thr- of the Law Institute of the Americas who become eligible
{or an additional year of graduate study in a L¿tin-American law
school. A generous allowance is available to the student, plus round
trip transportation exPenses.
Attention of foreign applicants is directed to the fact that the
Graduate School of Am.iican and Foreign L¿w has no funds to

grant for travel expenses, either to or- from the United States or
the United Statet, nor does it have any administrative influence through which government or private agencies can be
persuaded to assist in travel.

lithin

SCHEDULE OF COURSES
1962-6t

For the year 1962-63 the faculty proPoses to offer the courses
listed below, with the Arabic numeral opposite each course indicating the number of semester-hours of credit' Every effort will
be made to adhere to this Program' but intervening circumstances
may require minor changes.

Schedule

of

Courses
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GENERAL GRADUATE
Føll Semestet

Sþri.rg

Government Regulation of

Oil and G¿s
Law in Society I

Fedåral

2
2

in

Administratvie Agency Practice -------------Securities Regulation -----------------Taxation of Business Entities -------Problems

Semester

Corporate Reorganization
-

Law

in

--

anl'ð;;ï;;d;-:_'

oil

Society

II

P¡oblems of Doing
Business Abroad

2
2
2

Taxation and Fiscal Policy
Unit and Cooperative Oil

I
2
2

,
----------

t

and Gas

United Nations Lav¡

__-_-______________

a

LA\T INSTITUTE OF THE AMERICAS
(Civil-Law Program)
F¿ll Semester
Commercial Law I (Civil) ------.-- ,
Civil Law I
Inter-Ame¡ican Regional Law -----International Law ------------------------

Law in Society I

Private International
Law (Civil)

Sþrìng Setnester
Commcrcial Law II (Civil) -___-___ 3
Continent¿l and Latin-Amé¡ican
Legal Theory
2

2

Civil Law II

3

,

a

Latin Ámeric¿n Constitutions ______ J
Law in Sociery II .-__-__-_-___.____-_--_- )
Problems

2

of

Doing

Business Abroad

--___-__---___--___-_---

United N¿tions Law

_-_____---___-____-__-

j
2

LA\ø INSTITUTE OF THE AMERICAS
(Common-Law Program)
and

ACADEMY OF AMERICAN LA\ø
Fall

Senester

Sþrìng

Contncts I
International Law

t
-------------------------

Lìter-American Regional Law

)

------

Introduction to American
Legal Method
t
Introduction to U.S.
Constitutional Structure ---------- 3
Introduction to U.S,

Judicial System
Law in Society I

-------------------------- 2

Semester

Commercial Law

(Common

Law)

__-_.._____--____-_-___

Government, L¿bor and
Business

in

Society II
Problems of Doing

Law

3
3

-----______--_______--__

Z

Business Ab¡oad --___----________--____United Nations Lav¡

3

a
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DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
The unit of credit is the semester-hour, which represents one
.t"rJo.r. per weeh for a semester. The number of semester-hours
of credit iiven for the satisfactory completion of each course is
.stated.

Ciuil Latu l, Three hours. Sources of private laq¡ in a

selected

civil-law jurisdiction, code interpretation and classification, genth.oly of juridical acts in ã civil-law jurisdiction, a study

".rl
of the law of contracts

and obligations.

Ciail Løtu ll. Two hours. The law of property, personal and.real,
the land registry and real rights; a brief survey of civil-law
âctions and remedies.
Contmercial Løw (Common-Law
cussions

Curriculum). Three hours' Dis-

of detaiìed problems of the Anglo-Àmerican law of

sales,

negotiable instrumeirts, agency' partnership and corporations'

I (Civil-Law Curriculum). Three hours' Historical developmeni of the law merchant, and study.of the code
o{ commerce-in a civil-law jurisdiction, its application to commercial acts in transactions, problems of drafting and counsel-

Løta
Cotnøercial
-

ling in commercial contracts.
Cotnntcrciøl Løw Il (Civil-Law Curriculum). Three hours' A study
of business associàtions ancl negotiable instruments under the
commercial code of a civil-lav¡ jurisdiction.
Cott,tinentøl øtd. Løtin-Anrcrican Legal Tbeory. Three hours' The
clevelopment of Continental and Lltin-Americ¿n legal philosophy
from fhe lgth century to the present.
Cottlracts L Three hours. See page 29 for course description'
Corlorate Reorganizatiott. Two hours. Insolvent and solvent reo,'ge11izations'rrttd"r federal and state law. Special âttentjon v¡ill
be"given to Chapter X of the Bnnkruptcy Act, the requirements
iairness and feasibilitY, ancl the rights of creditors and shareholdcrs. Prerequisite: the course in Business Associations II.

oí

Oil øncl Gøs Taxatiott" Tn'o hours. Tax problems of the
oil and gas inclustry arising out of leases and related payments'
clepletiori and intangibles, developmen¡ a¡d operations, ln¿nces
anã sharing arrangements, transfers of oil properties, unitization

Federal

and other organiza.tional matters.

Gouernmøtt, Løbor

øùl

Bttshtess. Three hours. Organization and

procedure of federal and state administrative a-gencies; delegations

õf po*".r, the nature of the

power vested

in

administrative

Description

of

Courses

4,

agencies, requirements of due process, judicial control over âdministrative action. Association of employees and the legality and
illegality of labor objectives; forms of concerred activities such
as strikes, picketing, primary and secondary boycotts; legal
âspects of collective bargaining. Legal adjustmenrs of the con-

flict of interests caused by the rise of. large scale business ¿ssociations with emphasis upon control of monoply and restrâints of
competition by anti-trust âcts and control over unfair methods

of competition.

of Oil ønd Gøs. Two hours. Need for
regulation, state and federal; sources of the right to regulate;
growth and trend of regulation; court review of administrative
acts; federal versus state regulation; effect upon prices, competition, ultimate recovery, royalty owners, operators and upon the
economy generally. Prerequisite: the b¿sic course in Oil and Gas.

Gouernrneøt Regu.løti.on

lnter-Ancerican Regi.onøl Løu. Two hours. Multilateral and principal bilateral conventions among the American States, with
particul¿r emphasis upon the Charter of the Organization of
American States, the Inter-AmericanTreaty of Reciprocal Assistance, the American Treaty on Paciû.c Settlement; a study of
juridical-political problems of the Americas.
International

Løa,

Three hours, See page 34 for course description.

lntrodaction To Atnerican Legøl Method.. Three hours. Introduction to the study of American law and its history for foreign
students by cliscussing the materials and methods of law study,
the reading of a case, the common law method

of distinguishing

between "holding" and "dictum" and the synrhesis of decisions.
The fundamental problems of the American judicial process will
be discussed through comparison with civil-law countries. Study

maxims of statutory consrrucrion and weight of
interpretation of statutes in prior judicial decisions. Instruction
in the finding of case law ¿ncl the use of an Americ¿n law library.

of American

Iøtroduction To U.S. Jødi.cial System, Three hours, A study of the
organization of the courts including distribution of judicial business, inferior and appellate courts, relationship and jurisdiction
of federal and state courts, procedure in civil cases, the role of
the lawyer in litigation, aspects of the independence of the legal
profession. Demonstration of the adversary method and procedure

in the trial of

a l¿w suit.

Løtin Amerìcan Constìtutions. Two hours. Problems of constitutionalism in the American nations. Particular emphasis will be
placed upon such ûelds as the separation of poweri, federalism,
and certain substantive civil economic and social rights.
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Løut

in Society I. Two hours. A study of the historical

develop-

doctrines concerning the nature and purpose of law;
origins of the legal ethic of the American society; the relationships of law, morality, and religion.

ment

of

in Society II. Tv¡o hours. Contemporary thought concerning
the nature, purpose and application of law; legal institutions of
an industrialized urban society; the impact of legal positivism
upon traditional Anglo-American legal theory. Prerequisite: Law

Løtu

in Society L
Priuøte Internati.onøl Løw (Civil-Law Curriculum). Two hours.
A study o{ the problems of jurisdiction and choice-of-l¿w in

Continental European and Latin American law with special
Latin American countries. The

emphasis upon Mexico and other

Bustamante Code and Montevideo Conventions will be discussed
as examples of Latin American thinking regarding private international law.

in Admi.tistratiue Agency Prøctice. Two hours. The
functions, practice and procedure of representative state and

Problems

federal agencies, inclucled selected leading decisions illustrative

of the role of the courts uis-a,-uis these agencies; current problems of the administrâtive process.
Problems of Doiø.g Business Abroød. Three hours. An intensive
study of the practical legal and tax problems encountered by individuals and corporations doing business abroad under national
and international law. Particular attention will be paid to the
problems of the petroleum industry such as the ownership of

minerals, open and closed countries as to oil and gas and the obtaining of concessions. The course also contains a survey of
\Øestern Flemisphere tax systems with emphasis on taxes imposed and entities taxable; analysis of reciprocal tâx conyentions
in force between U.S, and other countries; treatment of business
abroad under U.S. and foreign tax statutes.

Reguløtion. Two hours. Federal and Texas regulation of
the issuance and sale of corporate securities; anti-fraud provi-

Secu.rities

sions, broker-dealer registration, securities registration, administration and enforcement, civil liability and rescission, exemptions,
insider trading, and proxy regulation.

Taxøtion of

Busi.ness Entities. Two hours. Tax problems incident
to the organization, operation, rcorganization, termin¿tion and
sale of business entities including partnerships, corporations, ând
other forms of business organizations; and the related tax problems of the owners of such enterprises. Prerequisitel the basic

course

in Taxation.

Description of

Courses
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Tøxøtion ønd Fìscøl Polìcy. Two hours. The effect of the budgetary demands on revenue policy, shifting and incidence of t¿x¿tion, effect of taxation on business âctivity, relationship between
federal and state taxing systems.

Unit and Cooþerøtìue Oil ønd Gøs Løut. Two hours. Cooperative
drilling and producing problems of separate properties in the
same pool or field; history and development of unit operation
of oil and gas pools; negotiation and preparation of agreements
for unit operations; unitized operation; voluntary, authorized
and compulsory vnítization of oil and gas fi.elds. Prerequisite: the
basic course in Oil and Gas.
United Natìons Lø'¿u. Two hours. Maintenance of international
order and accomplishment of international justice through the
United Nations; privileges and responsibilities of member states;
functions and powers of its principal organs,
United States Coøstitutional Structure. Three hours. The doctrine
of separation of powers, including discussion of the organization,
the functioning and powers of the three branches of the Federal
Government; certain problems of federalism and the relationship between Federal and State Governments; substantive civil
and political rights.
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TUITION AND

FEES*

DAY DIVISION
Tøitìon. Tuition fees are computed at the rate of $32.50 for
each semester-hour of work taken, with a maximum charge in the
g325 per semester of 16 weeks, and $216.t0 for a

3#*ïäioÍ

Stød.ent Snuìces Fee. All full-time and/ot dormitory students
pay a Student Services Fee of $4t.00 each semester which provides
for the expense of the following activities and services:

All activities sponsored by the

Students' Association.

Admission to all athletic games and contests played on the campus by teams representing the University.

Intramural Activities.
Subscription

to The SMU

Cøtn.þøs, student semi-weekly news-

paPer.

Admission to lectures, programs ¿nd theatrical performances by

University organizations.
A copy of the Rotundø, the University yearbook, if claimed
before October L of the year of issue.
Participation in the activities and programs of the Umphrey Lee
Student Center,

Orientation activities,
Cost of registration.

fHealth Service privileges.

of the following:
The Employment and Placement Ofrce.

Services

The Psychological Services Center (including the Reading
Service Division, the Speech and Hearing Clinic, and the division of Testing, Counseling and Guidance).
-TTälãr",
are subject to change at the beginning of any semester. (Tuition
rates fo¡ 7962-63 will be determined at the annual meeting of the Board of
T¡ustees May

3, 1962. Further inquiry is

suggested

after that date,)

f The University provides a limited health service, All students living in the
University dormitories o¡ enrolled {or regular work in the University are entitled to the following health services: a health examination and smallpox
vaccination by the University physicians, an unlimited number of consultations

v¡ith the University physicians during ofrce hours at their Health Cenrer offices,
and conferences and treatments by the nurses ât such other times as may be
designâted. These privileges âre extended to all ambulatory students irrespective
of residence. Students living in the University dormitories, or taling all meals
in University dorrnitories, are also entitled to hispitalization in the Health

Tuition and Fees
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In addition, each law student is assessed gl per semester and
5 ce¡ts per summer session to be used in the interest of the Student
Bar Association. A locker fee of gl per semester and 7t cents per
summer session is collected at the time of registration. The funds
from these fees become a part oÍ the Student Loan Fund.
7

Transcripts of work completed will be issued from the Registrar's
Ofrce of the University. The ûrst transcript is free and additional
transcripts are g1.00 e¿ch. No transcripts are issued from the
Administration Ofûce of the School of Law. Transcripts cannot be
released unless the applicant has satisûed all of his ûnancial obligations to the University.
Library Deþosit. All students make a library deposit of $t at the
beginning of the school year. It is returned to the student at the
end of the year less any cleductions for damages or fines, if claimed
by June 30.
Payment ol Accounts. The tuition and other fees are payable at
the beginning of each semester, but arrangements may be made
with the Cashier of the University to p^y in installments for a

small carrying charge. A charge of g i is made for late payment of
accounts, and a charge of ç f is made for late registration.

If a student pays his account in tv¡o installments, a charge of $4
per semester will be added to the usual bill. One-half of the total
pâyment is due at the time of registration and one-half at the
middle of the semester, the exact date to be determined at the
time of registration.
If the student pâys in four installments, a charge of g10 per
semester will be added to the usual bill. If the payments are made

gf of the 910 will be refunded. One-fourth of the
total payment is due at the time of registration and one-fourth
on the first of each month thereafter. Three days' grace is allowed
on each deferred payment, Upon failure to make any payment
within l0 days after due date, the student will be dropped from
the University until satisfactory arrangements have been made
with the Cashier of the University.
Refu.nd of Tuí.ti.on Fees, If a student should matriculate in the
School of L¿w and, for a good reâson, be unable to attend classes,
all of his fees except g2t.00 will be refunded. If a student matricuon due dates,

vith nutse and doctor in charge. All students living in private homes
to them by the University may obtain hospitalization service for gZ,f0
per day as {ar as ¿vailable space will permit.
A maximum of seven days hospitalization without cost will be allowed to
students in case of serious illness during each semester of the iong session of
the University and four days for each six wechs of the surnmcr session. A
charge of $2,J0 per day will be made to students who must remain in the
hospital beyond the abovementioned periods of time.
Center

assigned

i0
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lates but leaves the university within the ûrst three weeks
after the

d:{ of registratiorr__of a ,.m"st." o, ,rr-ã., session, one-half of
will be refunded. After the third Çeek no re_

lft tuition and fees
his

funds are allowed. Refunds

oily- rrpo' fro""r"¡i"of Law,' .íd
-- ,rrrrrt ú;;;ü"d

are ,allowed

missal by the Dean of the School
at the date of withdrawal.

dir_

¡;,

EVENING DIVISION

Tu.ition. Tuition is computed ar rhe rare of g32.f 0 for each
of work taken, with a maximum
i' thJ^E;;_
ing Division of g24j.7t per semesrer of 16 weeki,
"h"rg" i"¿-Sløz.lo
for a summer session.
semester-hour

regular srudenrs will be required ro pây a stu_
, Student.Fee.^All
dent
fee of gl2,7 j each semesre¡,_except students residing L L"*_
yers Inn, whose student fee shall b.
$4i.oo. A student #tã-i,
earning residence credit will pay fi, regisrrarion fee. In
"ot
^
each law studenr is required tä
óay gf per"semester and 7t "àaid"",
o.,
summer session ro be used in the'interãst of the Student Bar
".rrr,
A.'ro_
ciation. A locker fee of El per-semesrer and.75 cenrs per summer
s-ession is collected ar the timã of registration.
The r""¿Jrro- it"r"
fees become a part of the Student iori È"i¿.
The Library Deþosit is the same as in the Day Division.
P1)tment of Accourlts. Tuition ¿nd other fees are payable
,þegrnnlng
of each semester or summer

at the

session, but^airangements

may be made with the Cashier of the Univerrlty to p"y irr"i*trii_
menrs for a small carrying charge. A charge tf gi í.;rd";;
late payment of accountsi"nd a"
oi gl is made for late

registration.

"t

"rs.

If

a student pays his âccourìr in two installments, a charge
of g4
will be aclded to the usual bill. one-úalf of ih. -àt"i
lflment is due at the time of registration and one_haH th.
dle of rhe semesrer, the exact d"ate to b. ã.t.r*irr.d "t th.
Uã.

per semesrer

of registration.

If

the studenr pays

,t

-i+

in four installmenrs, a charge of gl0 per
be aclded to rhe usual bill. If ih" p"yr*rrt,
on due dates, gi of the gI0 will be refuncled. brre_fou.th
"r" -åd.
total payment is due at the time of ,.gi.rrrtiãr,
"¡;h;
orr.-fo.rith
oi
the,first of each monrh-thereafrer. Thiee ãryr gr"".
".rd is alowed
on
each. defer¡ed paymenr. Upon failure ,o ,rr"tá-*rry
paymenr within
10 days afrer due date, thè student will be dropp.dfí"*,f,.
ü"ì_
versity until satisfactory aftangemenrs have beãn made with the
Cashier of the Universiiy.
semesrer

will

Aids and Awards to

Students

tI

Refund of Tuition Fees. If. a student should matriculate in the
School of Law and, for a good reason, be unable to attend classes,
all of his fees except 92t.00 will be refunded. If a student matriculates but leaves the University within the first three weeks after the
first day of registration of a semester or summer session, one-half of
his tuition and fees will be refunded. After the third week no refunds are allowed. Refunds are allowed only upon honorable dismissal by the Dean of the School of Law, and must be applied for

at the date of withdrawal.

GRADUATE DIVISION
The fee for graduate courses is gff.00 for each semester-hour of
work taken, with a maximum charge of g32i,00 per semester.
Graduate students admitted as candidates for the LL.M. degree
will pay the 912.75 student fee if enrolled in the Evening Division;
graduate students who are not candidates

pay a

f

for the LL.M.

degree

will

student fee. Graduate students enrolled in the Day Division will pay the regular $4t.00 student fee.
$

AUDITORS
Members of the State Bar of Texas or graduates of an approved
law school taking courses wirhout examination or credit *ilt b"
charged a fee of g2f per hour. This fee is payable in advance and
is not refundable. Undergraduates are not permitted to audit
courses, nor are auditors admitted to graduate courses.

AIDS AND A\ØARDS TO STUDENTS
SCHOLARSHIPS

ron Frnst Yren SruppNrs
Nøtional Løtu Scholørships-A substantial number of National
Law Scholarships are available each year to selecr graduates of accredited colleges who have been accepted in the ûrst-year class.
Awards are made on a competitive basis with weight being given
to scholastic records, character and apparent promise of success in
the law. Each schol¿rship carries â sripend of g740 which covers
all tuition and fee charges for the academic year.
Other Scholørshiþ Aid for First-Yeør Stu.ilents-In addition to
the National Law Scholarships other scholarships are available to
Scrror"ensrrrps

entering students; the amounts vary according

to the

student's

scholastic record, need and funds available.

The Jødge Scholarships--The Judge Scholarship Fund established
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by Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Judge in honor of their parents provides
fór one or more tuition scholarships for outstanding students to be
chosen from nominations submittôd by the Deans of the School of
Business Administration, the School oÍ Engineering and the School
of Law. Students entering law school are eligible to compete for
these scholarships.

ron SgcoNo RNo Truno Ysnn SruoBNrs
The Coke Endou.,ed' Scbolørsbip, established by a gif.t of $12't00
Coke of Dallas. Annual stipend $f 00'
from
- -ili Mr. and Mrs. Rosser J.
nnttnt Løtuyers' Viues Cløb Eø'dotaed' Scbolørsbiþ,, estab'
lished by a gift of-$12,t00 from the-Club. Annual stiPend .$t00'
Scgor,ensrrrps

The Clúb mãkes additional awards each year as funds are available'

The Golden Scbolørsbip, established by a

gift of $t,000

from

Hawkins Golden, '30. Annual stiPend $200.

'Tbe

Annie Morris Løw Scholøtsbìþ, established by a gift of
gt,000
from the late Mrs. Annie Moriis Anderson for the PurPose
-aiding
worthy young students of law. Annual stipend 9200'
of
Erìn' Bøiø f ones Eøtlou,ed Scholarsltlp, established þf a- gift. of
$13,i00 fro- Mrr. Jones, a member ol the 6rst graduating class
(1928) of the School of Law. Annual stipend $f40.
The SMU School of Latu Deueloþment Funil makes available

s-cholarship .aid for second,.r*, to provide
scholasdc records who
creditable
with
students
aod ihird-year
demonstr¿tè need for full or Partiâl tuition Srants.
The following alumni and law firms have made gifts to the De-

each year substantial

velopment Fund

for

scholarship av¡ards

in

1962-63'

The Vørlicl¿ Løtu, lnc.-Dølløs Bøt Assocìølion Scbolørsbiþ'
\Øarlick Law, Inc. provides the sum of $1,000 to be-given annually by the nail"t Bar Association to the senior student in the
Schoót of L"* who has achieved the highest over-all avetage in
his ûrst two years of law study'
Glenn Turner, '28, a tuition and fee scholarship ot ç740.
Ritcbie, Ritchie tl Croslønd (Robert F. Ritchie, '41, and J.
Crosland, '40) a scholarship of $740,
leøl<ens, Anson €l Sþrødley of Dallas, a scholarship for $6f0'

l.

V.

Jøchson, Vølker, Vinsteaì|, Cøøtuell €6 Miller of Dallas, a schol-

arship

of $6i0.

Vilton H, Føir,'47 a

scholarship

of

$f 00.

Aids and Awards to
Rolønd Boyd,'13, a scholarship
Jømes

Pøøl

A.

of

Students

tJ

gf 00.

Ki.lgore, '32, a scholarship

of gt¡O.
of gloO.

D. Li.øtlsey,'34, a scholarship
of the Scbool ol Latu, three Faculty Scholarships of

The Facerlty

$i00 each.
GENrn¡L ScHor.ensHrps. Students in the School of Law who
do not hold the B.A. or other bachelor's clegree are eligible for
scholarships administered by the University Coinmittee on"scholarships.

RsculatroNs. All scholarships are credited toward the student's
tuition charges and fees. Holders of scholarships are required ro cooperate in the observance and enforcement of University regulations and are expected to devote their full time to their studies.
Permission to engage

must be obtained

in

in outside employment during the school year

advance. Scholarship holders are requireá to
for continuance in good
standing in the School of Law. No one may hold more than one
scholarship at a time.

maintain the academic record necessary

LOANS
The Law School maintains a loan fund primarily for the benefit

of

stuclents in their second or third year. Such loans are usually
limited to amounts needed for tuition, fees and books. Information
concerning these loans may be obtained from the Administration

Office of the School of Law.

in any school of the
of financial âssistânce and who have
equal to the minimum âverâge required for

Loans are available

to

deserving students

University v¡ho are in need

a scholastic average
graduation in the particular school. Students needing loans may obtain application blanks from the Dean of Students.
PRIZES

Tbe San.ior Scbolarsbiþ Meclal Mr. J. \Øoodall Rodgers of the
Dallas Bar presents each year a handsome gold medal to the member of the graduating class who has maintained the highest over-all
zyerage to the date of the award.
The Dallas Lawyers'\Øives Club makes a cash award of $100

to an outstanding student in the second-year class. The award is
on scholarship and need.
The law ûrm of Carrington, Johnson and Stephens presents a
gold watch to the outstanding student in the first-year class.
based
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The Bureau of National Afiairs awards yea;r's subscription to
United States Law tVeek to the graduating^ senior who has shown
the greatest improvement in scholarship in his third year.
The Vernon Law Book Company presents annually a set of
Vernon's Annotated Texas Statutes to the student editor of the
Southwestern Law Journal who makes the outstanding contribution
to the Journal, both quality and quantity considered'
The firm of Thompson, Knight, Vright and Simmons gives each
year a cash award of g100 to the student editor who v¡rites the best
original comment published in the Law Journal.

The ú.rm

of Turner, \Øhite, Atwood,

Meer and Francis gives

each year two cash awards of gfO each to the two students who
prepare the best recent case notes {or the Law Journal.

The Lawyers Title Insurance Company gives each year a

cash

of

g100 and a certiûcate to a graduating senior "for excellence in the law of real property." The award is based on the highest
weighted âverage for 12 or L4 hours in the following courses:
Property I and II, Land Titles, Family Law and Community Propaward

erty and Property Security.
The 6.rm of Kilgore and Kilgore gives each year a cash award of
g100 to the student who prepares the best original paper dealing
with oii and gas law.
The ûrm of Goldberg and Alexander gives each year a cash
award of gt0.00 to the member of the class in Creditors'Rights
who receives the highest grade on the ûnal examination in the
course.

The American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers
conducts each year the Nathan Burkan Memorial Competition. The
writer of the best paper submitted by a student in the Law School
on some subject dealing with Copyright Lav¡ is awarded a prize of.
$2t0. A prize of g100 is given for the second best paper. The best
paper is entered in the national competition where an award of
$1,000 is m¿de for the outstanding essay.

The Texas Association of Plaintiff's Attorneys awards each year
a 9100 prize f.or the best comment in the fields of Torts or \Øorkmen's Compensation lâ\¡¡.

Tlre Arthur A. Everts Trophy is awarded each year during
to the winnine counsel in the Senior Case Club

Lawyers lVeek
Argument.

The Vernon Law Book Company donates to each of the three
winners in the Senior Case Club Argument a choice of any one
volume textbook published by the Company.

Student Organizations and

Activities

i5

The Dallas firm of tVynne and \Øynne presented to the School
of T,aw a bronze plaque on which is inscri6ed each year rhe name
of the outstanding student in Moot Court Comperirion. The firm
also makes a cash award of g100 to the winning student.
Mr. Russell M. Baker of the Dallas Bar has presented ro rhe
School of Law a bronze plaque on which is inscribed each year the
names of the members of the winning team in the First-Year Moot

Court Competirion.

Bound reprints of selected topics from American Jurisprudence
are presented by the Bancrofr-\Øhitney Co. to the student writing
the best examination paper in a number of courses,

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS AND
ACTIVITIES
The Soøtbwestern Lmu f ournal, a quarterly legal periodical, has
been published continuously by the School of Law since 1942. The
l_ournal is devoted to aurhorirarive analyses of important topics of
the law, and it reaches judges, law schools, and atiorneys thloughout the United States and abroad. Although the tirle of ihe publiia-

tion indicates its former

purpose

of

treating the lav¡

-

of

the

Southwestern,area, irs scope today embraces signiûcant phases of

local, national and internitional law. Each issue contain-s articles
by prominent scholars and attorneys, comments by student editors,
and discussions of recent

cases.

The operation ¿nd managemenr of the Journal is vested in a
Board of Editors composed of third-year srudents. Second-year students, selected on the basis of scholarship, may become
"*didrr"r.
The Board is chosen from the candidares who áxhbit high
capacity
for legal research and writing. All editorial responsibility is in rhe
Board of Editors. The work of the students, coupled wiih the guidance and assistance of the law f.acvlty, has produced a period-ical
of -permanent value to the legal profession. iaw Journal rraining
and,experience.are widely recognized as an invaluable complemeni

to formal legal education.

The Aþþlied Legøl Training Program is conducted each summer.
Regular studenrs finishing their second year of. law work lthird
year in the Evening Division) may enroll. One semester hour of
credit may be earned. Assignments are made to legal ofrces (fi.rms,
corporations and government) for twelve weeks. Some assignments
are divided between legal ofrces and district or county courrs.
lVeekly compensarion of gZf is paid.
Tbe Legøl -Aid C-linic. In cooperation with the Dallas Legal Aid

Society
and the Dallas Council of Social Agencies, the School õp..rt",
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a Legal Aid Clinic under the supervision of a Faculty Director.
For ihis work the School maintains a suite of student ofrces in
Florence Hall and secretarial assistance. Cases involving domestic
relations are cleared for the Clinic through the Dallas Family
Service Agency, while cases from out of the county come by
rcferral fróm other legal aid clinics and societies. Selected students
are appointed to assist court-appointed attorneys in defending
criminàl cases. Students also advise prisoners in the state penintentiary by mail. The students interview the clients and prepare the
papers and work as assistants to the attorneys of record when thc
cases reach the litigation stage. In some civil câses the judge allows
the students to assist in presenting the case in court. This work is
open to second- and third-year students.
The S. M. U. Stud'ent Bør Associaíion, composed of all students
in the School, has as its general purpose the promotion of the
interests of the student body. The Association conducts forums ¿t
which leaders in public and professional life discuss topics of current interest, and it also sponsors a social function each semester.
The Ord,er of tbe Voolsøck is a School of Law scholastic honor
society to which not more than the highest ten per cent of each
graduacing class may be elected by vote of the faculty.
Tltc Børristers, a general servicc organization of fifteen law students elected on the basis of scholarship and leadership, has as its
purpose to undertake various proiects for the benefit of the law
students and the School.
Tbe Ad.uocøt¿s is an organization composed of all students residing in the Lawyers Inn. It holds dinner meetings to q/hich promi-

for addresses on interesting
also maintains an active interest in the social welfare

nent lirwyers and judges are invited
legal topics.

It

of all residents.
Tlte Senior Cøse Club is composed of six third-year law students
selected each year by the faculty on the basis of scholastic achievement and efectiveness in oral presentation to serve as counsel in ¡
moot câse argued on Lawyers' Day. The case is heard and decided,
on the basis ãf printed briefs and oral argument, by the Supreme
Court of Texas, invited to the University annually for the occasion.
Tbe Regioøøl Moot Court Comþetition is held each November.
Law Schoõls from Texas, Oklahoma, Louisiana, Arkansas and New

Mexico are eligible to compete. Prominent lawyers and judges serve
as iudges in tlie preliminary and final rounds. The three rePresentatives oJ this law school are chosen in a series of Moot Court arguments held in October. This competition is a parc of. the National
Moot Court Competition sponsored by the Association of the Bar
of the City of New York. The winners of the Regional Competition
go to the frnals in New York CitY.

rhe state t,uøìor u":1"",:":,::;,,,,ion is hetd.,., ,"',1"
à part of the annual convenrion of thJStete Bar of Texas. This
is an apaellate moor court competition between the law schools of
Texas. The question always deals u¡ith a moor point of Texas law.
The three represenrarives of this law school ar" ãhor.tr in a series of
moot.court. argumenrs held in April and May. The school represented 6y the winners receives an-engraved plaque from the sponsors, The State
Bar of Texas.
as

Junior

of three national legal fraternities have been established
at the School-the John Hemphill Senare of Delta Theta phi, the
R-oggr Brooke Taney Chapter of Phi Alpha Delta and Monteith Inn
of Phi P_elta _Phi. Alpha Psi Chapter oÏ the Kappa Bera pi International Legal sorority is active for the benefit Jf-*orn..r srudenrs.
cåapters

ADMISSION TO THE BAR AND
PLACEMENT OF GRADUATES
ADMISSION TO THE BAR
Admission to the Bar in Texas is controlled by rules of the Supreme Court and examinations given by the State Board of Law
Examiners in Austin.

To

be eligible

for

zen of. Texas and

these examinations, the student must be a

of the United

States, must have resided

ciri-

in

the

of Texas for not less than twelve months prior to the date of
the examination, must have had three years (90 semester-hours) of
college work at the time he began the'study'of law and,"rr, úr""
pursued his law srudies for a piriod of not'less than 22 months in
a
.full-time law school, or 3 6 months in a part-rime law school.
The school artended must be one approved by the Supreme Co"it.
"No candidate shall be permitted io take the Bar eåmination at
the same time that he is
;:
_registered as a studenr in a law ;;ili
less such candidate already ãnjoys an LL.B. degree from an .ppiov.d
law school." (Rules Governing Admission io the Bar
T""*J.
'I hree examinarions
"f the firsr
are given each year, beginning on
Monday in March, the fourth Monday in June"and th"e ûrst Uo"ãr"
in October. For the course_ of study-prescribed and the rules gov'_
erning the examinarions, address Seóreiary, State Board of Lawïx_
aminers, Austin, Texas.
The curriculum of the School of Law covers all the subjects
State

on which the bar examinations are based.
. The rules of the Sypreme Courr require that every person intending to study law in Texas shall, not i¡ore than ø0'dâys before nor

t8
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more t¡han 120 days after beginning such study, tle with the
Bo¿rd of Law Examiners in Austin, a "declaration of intention to
study law" showing his educational attainments and the completion of a preliminary character examination. The necessary forms
are sent td successfui applicants for admission at the time'of th.it
acceptence

to the Schoõl of Law.

PLACEMENT OF GRADUATES
The School of Law, recognizing its obligation to aid its graduates
in securing legal positions, has established a Placement Ofice, with
a membeiof the-faculty serving ¿s Director. This office contacts
prospective employers
end directs graduates toward suitable job
'services
are aveilable to graduates at all times
õppoltunities. Its

wlihout

expense and they are urged

to register with the Director.

t9

Degrees Conferred

DEGREES CONFERRED
1960-61

BACHELOR OF LA\øS
'{,ugust 26, 1960
I{arold Austin EUârd
8.A'., Southern Methodist Universlty

Harold Gene Adams

8.S., Oklahoma State University

'Wensel Bisland, Jr.
Theodore

8.S., Yâle University
M.D. Harva¡d Unive¡sity Medlcal School

IJslie Alvin Clark
B.B.A., l'he Unlversity of Texas
James Oliver Dodson

8.S., North Texas State College

Charles Gordon Jackson, Jr.

B.B.A., The University of Texas
Panayiotis Dimit¡los Raptls
!L.M., Athens University, Greece
M.C.L., Southern Methodist Universlty
F'rank Samuel Wright
õ. 4., East Texas ,State College

January 24, 196l
Allan Charles Glaser
8.S., New York University

Tommy Arthur purnell
8.4., Ouachita Coltege

John Rôbert Greenstreet
I3.A.., Southern Methodist University
M.4., Southern Methodist University

Louis Charles Wâys

C'harles Remy Tabor

B.B.À., Southern Methodist UìÌiversity
B.B.A,, Southern Methodist University

May 29, 196l
Clifford Ernest Abrams
B.B.Ä.., Southern Methodist University
Myron Euiott Aranson
8.4., Comell University
Arch Adam Beasley, Jr.
8.4., Southern Methodist University
Adelfe Botello Callejo
Stephen Hsaio-Ti Chang
LL.B., Soochow Universlty, School of Law
Jâmes Loran Collins*
8.A.., Indiâna University

Eilly

Gene Compton

B.B.A., University of Oklahoma
Richard Neil Countiss
8,S., McMury College
Glory Ann Crisp

8.4., University of

M.4., University of

Oklahoma
Oktahoma

Levi Nolan Cu¡l
8.S., Howard University
Edwin Læn Davis
8.S., Southern Methodist University
Buddy Murkel Dicken
8..A'., Texas Christian University
Cïrarles Dickens
8.A'., Texas Chrlstian Unlversity
Harry James Dougherty, Jr.
8.S., University of Oklahoma
James Mltchell Dulworth, Sr.

B.B.A., Southern Methodist University

George Carter Dunlap

8.4., Southern Methodist University
Danny Daryte Echols
8.S,, Texas Agricultural and Mechanical
College

Edward Neill English, Jr,

B.B.A,, Southern Methodist University

Tilm Finn
Daniel Francis Folzenlogenr
Joellen

8.A'., SpringhiU

Couege

Julian Feild ¡'oster
B.B.A., Southern Meurodist University
Carl Wilfoid Friedlander
Bruce CedIic Galloway

B.B.A., Southem Methodist University

Lewis Henry Gissel, Jr.
8.4., Rice University

Jimie lrl craves
B.B.A., Unlvelsity of Mississippi
-Ronald Edward Griesheimer

Joe Edgar Grifflth
8..A'., Southern Methodist University
Elrvood Brett Hain, Jr. *
Southern Methodist Universtty
AnnEA.,
Eugenia Harrell

B.B.A., University of Texas
8.S,, University of Llouston

Maurice Harreìl

8.D., Southern Methodist University
çl}în Hatley
8,8 4., Southern Methodist Un¡versity
_
Robert Wa¡rne Henderson
B.B.A,, Texas Agricultural and Mechanlcal
{Uarvin

College

Charles Robert Johnson

B.B.A., Texas Agriculturaì and Mechanlcal
College

Charles Arbie Joplln, Jr.
B.B.A., Texas TechnoÌogical College
John Robefi Keeean
8.4., Washington and Lee University
James Lloyd Lane
8.4., Southern Methodist University
James Stanmore Dooley Langford
8.À'., Washington and Iæe University

Larry Miller

Lesh

8.S., Kansas State Unlversity
Thomas A¡thu¡ Loose
8.4,, DePauw Unlversity

>{
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James Thomas Rudd

Otto Frank LYons
John Paul Mccall
Lvnn McDowell
RatDh
-g.S..
Oktahoma State Unlversity
M.S.', Iowa Slate University
Wallis Dunn McNeilt, Jr'
Davld Condon MacKaY
8.A'., University of Oklahoma
Reagan Mullin Martin
8.S., McMurrY College
Clark J. Matthews, II
8..A'., Southerri Methodist Unlversltv
Georse Howard Nelson

8.4.,

B.B.A., Southern Methodist Unive¡sity

Edwin Grant Ruland

8.S., Colorado College
Thomas Leo Ryan

Frank Lloyd Skillern, Jr.
8.A.., Southern Methodist University
Douslas Lamar Smith*

8.,S.,

lexas Agricultural and

Mechanlcal

CoUege

Lcon À. Smith

8.A',, Southern À.{ethodlst University

James Alexander Tatem, Jr,
8.S., West Virginia Wesleyan College
Rice Matthews Tuley, Jr.
8.4., Washington and Lee Unive¡sity
David Eugene Varner

Texas Technological College

Henrv Nuss, III
8.A., Wheaton College
John William Payne

8.4.,

8,4., Louisiana State University

Southern Methodist Universlty

Franklin Howard Perry
8.4., Unlversity of Texas
Jo Ann Peters
8.S., North Texas State College

Walter Newton Vernon, III
B.B.A., Soüthern Methodist University
Harlan Albert Waldinger

Rex Howard Reed

B.B.À., Universlty of Texas
Donâld Hârold Wills
8.S,, University of Oklahoma
Madison Brown Wright, Jr.
8.4., Southern Methodist Unlversity
.lohn
Jack Yarbrough
B:8.4., Southem Methodist Universlty
James B, zimmemann*
9.4,., Southern Methodist Unlverslty

8.4., Northwestern Unlversity
Kenneth Charles Whlteley
B.B.A., Texas Technological College
Ira Orville Whittenberg, Jr.
8.S., Southern Methodist University
John Dwâyne Wilcox
Byron Leslie wluiams
8.4., Southern Methodist Universlty
William Mack Williams

ceorse James Petrovich, Jr'
É.S., Texas christian University
John WiIIiam Pettey
8.4., southern Methodist Unlverslty
Biuv
Rov PhilliPs
-8.8.4.,
Southern Methodtst University
Timothv Paul Reames
B.B.A., Southcrn Methodist Unlversity

8.S., University of Illinois
Tom F'. Re€se, Jr.
B.B.A., Southern Methodist University
Eusene
Ripþen
-B.A.,
Southern Methodist Unlverslty
Earldean Virglnia Simmons Robbins

8.S., Alcorn College
M.Ed., North Texas State College
Wilev Yandelt Rogers, Jr.
i3.4., North Texas State College

MASTER OF COMPARATIVE LA\I¡
August 26,1960
M¿nuel Vargas Vargas

LL.B., Universidad de

Chile

MaY 29,196l

Abolfotooh+
""ïL.Èi.^iä"åi
untversity
ü"-n-1'tãrri.n universtty'
ä'ú:D:, ïäÑ;"ï;i;;;;i1v
wolfsane Artopoeusr '
""-'f;:Ë.,-ffiíËii! universttv
Jalme A. Bejarano
"*^'îr,.Ë.,"ðäììiäi
universitv of Ecuador
Buntain
Howêrd
John
-öärñdiìe
"""'^s.4..
Ùniversity
It.Ë.,Ïäiirô"Jie-ùnrve.sity
öhamoles
¡qora'ñalîel
""^ïi_.b*i"fuñiiËilìiy of Buenos Alres
êiä* Cooksèy
ntaruiñ
"*'ä^b.î..
Ünivãrìitv of ntiamr
tt-"ií1,'uüiåiittv oi-¡räston
del Carmen
Rolmdo
.'"'
ri.Ã.. stutman Universlty
It.ä.,--Siätria" Universiiv
.zeno Forlatlr
yahva

J.D., Padua Unlverslty

Tsins Chla Hwang
8.4., Nattonal c'lxeng u-rlversltv
M.4., Natio¡al çhers unlversity

LL'E, soochow u-nrversrtv
Thomas B' Johnson' Jr' of^rexas
B B'.l"
-univellltv
Texas College
L'8" South

of Law

Prapon Khongkhakulr -LL'B., Thamasart Unlversity
Josef Erich Langer*

Ll.D.,-University of vlenna

Haruhiro Nakatsu
LL.B., Kyoto unlverslty
Jorge Navarrete

LL'B', villanova, Unlverslty
Ana Parada-sandovalr
LL.D.' EI Salvador Unlverslty
Dominic A. Perenzln
8.4., Boston unlversltv
LL.B', Boston University
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Jacques Revâclier*

8,4., College of Genevâ
LL.B,, Unlversity of Geneva
Sang Kru Rbl

LL.B., Chungchl College Law
Pramuk Swasdlmongkol.
LL.B., Thamasart Unive¡slty

D, Walkerr

B.À,, St, Mary's Unlverslty

LL,B., Dalhousle Law

School

Scott C. Wangt
8.S., St. John's Universlty

School

LL.B.,

Soochow Unlver8lty

MASTER OF LA\TS IN OIL AND GAS
May 29, 196l
M. Noguera*
LL.B., Universlty de los Andes
LL.D., Universlty de los Andes

Raymond Oral Kellam.
A'.8., Ball State Teache¡s College
J.D., Indlana University
Thesls: "Studles in O'tl and Gas Law

Jesus

(1) Regulatlon of Oil Imports; (2) A Century of

M.C.L., Southern Methodlst Universlty
Thesis: "Unlted St¿tes a]ld Venezuel¿n Government Regulatlons on the Conservatlon of

Correlative Rights"

Oil and Gas"

CERTIFICATE

IN

COMPARATIVE LA\tr

May 29, 196l
Oscar

A.

Sylvia Lucia Fisherr
8.4., Melo E Souza College
LL.B., University of Rio de Janelro
Ärrt Vtchâlkul.
LL.B., Thamasart Unlverslty
Necdet M. Yalkut
LL.B., Istanbul Unlverslty
Ph.D., Paris Universlty

Bonlfaz

LL,B., Tomas FÌlas Unlverslty
LL.D,, Tomas F.rlas University
Mustafa El Aougl.
LL.B., French Faculty of Law-Beirut
LL.D., University of Parls

HONORS
Class

of August

1960

Cøm Løade
Manuel Vargas Vargas

Class

of May 196I

Møgnø Cunt Løade
Wougang Artopoeus

Elwood Brett

Lewls Hen¡y Glssel, Jr.

lïatn, Jr.

Cam. Løude
Richard NeIl Countiss

Edwln Grant Ruland

John Robert Keegan
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INSTITUTIONS REPRESENTED
Abilene Christiân College
Alabama, University of -.,.,-------'
Allegheny College

Amarillo College

-..-.

American University
(Shriveham, England)

Anslo Persian Institute (Iran) ---. .Arizona Staf e College -..------. ...-- -Arizona, University of -.----.. - .- -.- Arkansas, University

of

----.

AÌlinglon State College
Äustin eollege

.---.--.

.

.--. ---------

-

Kemper Mililary College

Chile...-

.---

I¡uisiana

or

ðóiðñ,ió,
Columbia University
Cornell

Dalhouse

Dallas, University of
Dartmouth College

óã.lô;,-u'ñáñiïv

.

.,,,----

-.

of

.t

....-...-...",.

FIorida, University of --.F¡ank Phillips College ..
F\ìman University .. .--.....----.---.
Gainesville College

-,-----------,

Georgia, University

of

.

-----.-

-.--.--------

Georgetown Universlty
George Washington University

1
1
1
1
4
1
1
1

cðnôla úniveüi1ï <switzerràndi"'-.-.-,----,-

Grimclt Collese
Hamburg, University of ------,
Iramilton College ---------,---- -,--, -------Hmover College
Hardin-Simmons University --.- -----Harvard University

HendÌix

2
1
5

I

...

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
4
1
2

College

Hillsboro College --.-.
Hockaday School
Holy Cross, College of ---------Èoría¡a páyne co'uege
-. ...-...-.Houston, University of ------...-- -. ------

2
1
1
1
10
Idaho, Universily of .--..-...--..... .......-.- 2
fllinois, University of --......-.............

Indiana, University of ------------.... ..---fowa State Teachers Collese ..-...----Joplin Junior College .......................-

.-.,..----....

------.-.------.---.----

State

2
2
1
1

-

Depauw University ----..-..-Dickinson School of Law --.----Douglass College
Drake University
Duke University
Duquesne Uni\ersity
East Texas State College
¡'ergusson Cotlege (Indiâ).

-----

.--,....---.
Polytechnic Institute .,---.-

Madrid, Universily of

1
1
--,
-,.-.......-... 11

(canada)

-...-.---..---........-.... ....

Louisiana Stâte University
l\{cMurry College ..

Centenary College .------.
Central State Collese .....-...-.......-..---- 2
1
Clarcndon Junior College
Colegio Cristobal Colon (Mexico) ---- 1
College of San Fernmdo
University
Colorâdo Stâte
-u;lver;ltt

....-.-

Lamar Stâte

--

-.'...------

....

Kilsore Junior College --.-. --...------Kook Hak CoUeSÞ (Korea)
Kyolo University (JaPân)

1

Catholic UnivcIsity of Peru

1
1
1

of

Keio University (Japan)

1
1
1
2
7
38

Airgeles)

Cameron Slate Collcge
Calholic Universily ot

Little Rock Juior
London Schoot of Economics
lóJ-Ãngãr"i- City co lese .-

Kansas City, Universlty

16
1
Boston College
1
of
-------British Columbia , University
1
Brown University
Bromsville Junior CoìIege --,-,- " ------ 1
Câliforniâ Institute of Technology ---- 1

(lns

Lafayette
Lake !'orest

1
5
1
1
1
5
1
1
1
1

----.--------

or .

üänñ,

BayIor University

California, University of
california. Universitv of

STUDENT BODY

College
Kansas State
-utii"""Ätty"

4
1
1
1

'------

IN

1
1

I\Tjami, Universlty of .Michigan State University
Micbigan, University oI .
Midwestern University
Minnesota, University of

..

--

4

.

l\fissouri, University oI

..National Taiwan University -.
Navarro Junior
Couege -Nebraska State
Nebraska Wesleyan University -------New l\{exico Milita¡y Institute ..-.-.-,
Ncw Mexico, University ot ----------......

New York UniversitY
North Carolina, University of
North Texas ,State University
Northern luinois College
o-e

5
1
1
1
2

----- --,,
,,--.- ---

Optometry

5
2
1
4
1
l_

2
2
4a
1

North\vestern UniversitY

Notre Dme University

3
4
2
2
20
1
Ouachjla Baptist Couege
2
Paris Junior CoUege --------.
1
Pasadena City College
Pemsylvania St¿te University -,-, -- 1
Pcmsylvania, University of ..... . --- 2
Pittsburgh, University of .------.--.. --- 1

Juior

College ------.-.
Ohio State University
Oklahoma State University
Oklahoma, University of --...

Oclcssa

Public Administration
Institute (Turkey)
Puget Soud, University of
Purdue University,---.-.

-..-

(Spain) .,-.Real University
-.--.....,-.....-....--..
Regis College
Rice fnstitute
Rochester, University of
nocüirursd, universiiy
Rose Polylech Institule

-----

----..----..-.-

,,-,,

1
1
1
1
1
1

-,-...--..-,-

Rutgers University -----------St. E(lward's College -.----.-..
st. Francis Xavier Univ. (Canada)
St. Louis, University of ----.--,-,---------St. Mary's University
St. OIal's College
St. Peter's University,.-..-,.--.St, Thomas College ---..-.-,,.-, ,. ..-----San Calizto College ot Bolivia --,,... San Angelo Junior College
Santa Catarina Law Schæl (Brazil)
Såo Luiz University (Brazil) ...------Schreiner Institute

1

1

2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1

I

4

Summary

of Enrollment

Seattle University
Seoul
Seville,
Simpson

1
1
1
(Taiwan)
Smchow
1
Soutlì
of --,--,,-,-,- 2
Southeastern
College (Okla.).. 2
Southem State College -,, ...-,. -.,,.,-. 2
Southern California, University of -- 1
Soutlern lllinois University -.--..-.-,--.- 1
South, Universlty of ,.,-.---,-,-....,.---.---.,- 3

of

Southern Methodist University .---....157
Southwest Texas State
Teachers College ------"-----"-------,---"-"--- 1

Southwestern University -.-...--..,,..--.- 2
Spring HIU College .,-..,-..--.-..-........,..... 2

Stanfûrd University

-..------.---.-------.---.-. 3

of fowa. -..---....---.---.-.
I'. Austln College -...

State Universlty
Stephen

stetson

uilvèiÀiit -.-..:,

..-...-.-...---.--

1

-,-...

1
1
2

Suffolk University,-...--..-.,-.,
sul Ross State Tiachers Cof¿jãä

,Swarthmore College
Syracuse Univensity

2

-----

Teheran University

1

Texas College oI Mines
Texas Christian University
Texas Sout¡most College
Texas Technological College ------_--.-_-_
Texas, Unlversity of -- ------------.. --..--..-_
Texas Wesleyan College -----.------ ---.---.

1
46
1
24
70
7

63

Texas
Texas

1
1

Thammasart, UniverslW
(Thailand)

Tokyo University
Tulane Univercity
Tutsa, universiiy

1

1
8

--,,.-----------, --

of',,-..-.---...--:.,::.:.....-

Tyler Junior College..
United States Mllita¡y Academy --"United States Naval Academy --..------ 2
University of Alberta ---- -1
University of Bombay (India) -.,_..._.- 1

of Buenos Aires --,..--....--_-_
of Concepcion
of fnnstlruck (Austrla)
Unlversidad Nac¡onal de Mexicû --,-_University of Portiers (tr'rance) _._-,_
Universily of Ryuk}us
University
University
University

,_

University of San Andres (Botivia)
Urslnus College (Pennsylvania) .__.....

Vanderbilt University

----.--.....

Vassar College
Vicnna, University of -. ---------- .------__-___
Virginia Militåry Institute
Washington and Lee Unlversi.ty ._,,.,_Washington, University of _......_......._._
Weatherford College ------..----_---..-. .----__
Westminister College ----.---__..----_-...._-..-West Texas State College
Western fllinols University ---.-.....--.. -_
Wiltimas College -.-...-...-. ........
Wisconsin, University of ----.Wyoming University
Xavler Junior ColÌege (Canadâ) --_---

Yale University

1
1
1
2
1
1

1
1
3
1

2
1
5
1

1
1
1
1

1
1
2
1

Youngston Universil,y

SUMMARY OF ENROLLMENT
F,A,LL SEMESTER, 1961

Day Division Evenlng Division

First

Year
Second Year
Third Year
Fourth Year
Auditors and Specials

89
63

Graduates

4

Academy

72
10

Law Institute of the Americas
of American Law

21.6

Total Enrollment

u

6A

44
7
35

269

